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STATE OF MAINE
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H. Wilkins.
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...........,__.,.._,,""-"'...,...
Austin

Robert G. Doyle

J

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

19 71
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r.,..e""'a....,u.______

The September meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held
on Monday morning, September 27, in the Forestry Department
Conference Room. Attending for the Bureau were: A. Wilkins,
W. Adams, L. Bond, D. Wallace, R. Doyle, W. Anderson (M.G.S.),
and L. Schepps (Attorney General's Office). Representing King
Resources Company were Richard Eckles and George Nevers.
Representing Scurry-Rainbow Oil Company, Ltd. was William
Lawson.
1.

Review of the Minutes. Because of the absence
of the Chairman at the previous meeting, Mr.
Doyle was asked to review the minutes discussing
briefly the License for Stanley Giles and some
thought regarding the meeting activities for
the future. Mr. Wilkins suggested that a review
and approval of the minutes would be a worthwhile addition to our proceedings. Mr. Wilkins
indicated that we had a busy schedule for the
present meeting and would, therefore, delay
discussion of procedures for a subsequent
meeting.

2.

Review and Request for Adoption of Oil and Gas
Regulations. Mr. Doyle indicated that discussions
with King Resources Company and others regarding
possible transfer of the KRC License to a new
company should entail adoption of the regulations
for the oil and gas control act even though there
·was some question as to the wording of some of
the regulations. Mr. Schepps indicated that he
had reviewed the regulations and the law again
with his superiors and it was their recommendation
that the language should be clarified relative
to issuance of permits, etc. and that a bill
should be submitted to the Legislature. It
would not do any harm, however, to pass all of
the regulations, recognizing that clarification
might be necessary. Mr. Doyle and Mr. Anderson

discussed the possibility of a slight change
in the per acre work requirement for permits
bringing it into closer conformity to Canadian
and other American state laws. This slight
revision was discussed with the members and
voted unanimously to be included with the
regulations. At this point the Chairman
called for a vote on the acceptance of the
regulations. This was moved, seconded and
unanimously approved by the Bureau. The
regulations, as amended, are, therefore, to
be included with the body of material in the
Mining Bureau. At the Chairman's request,
copies will be distributed to the members.

3.

Application for a Transfer of License to Mine No. 7.
King Resources Company, it was pointed out by
Mr. Doy.le, has completed negotiations for a
transfer of their License to Mine in Gulf Area I
to Scurry-Rainbow Company, a Calgary-Alberta
based, medium-sized oil company. ·Legal counsel
advised that this transfer should be accepted
by the Bureau (see enclosed memo from Schepps).
There was considerable discussion about a
possible transfer, whether or not to transfer
the License or request that the new company
come under the oil and gas control act. Mr.
Schepps again advised that the Bureau would
have to go along with the transfer although it
would be able to set whatever terms and conditions
it wanted on the new License.
The question of the escrow agreement, wherein·
$350,000 is held by the First National Bank of
Portland, was very seriously discussed by ali
members. Scurry-Rainbow offered a guaranteed
promisory note on the Royal Bank of Canada as
a replacement of the escrow amount, and writing
·a new escrow agreement. Bureau members were
not at all happy with the idea of a promisory
note on a Canadian bank. Mr. Schepps discussed
the situation fully and indicated that there
was no obligation on the part of the Bureau to
accept such a replacement. The Chairman then
suggested that the representives of the companies
be introduced to the Bureau members and that
any questions they had be answered by the
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Bureau. Mr. Lawson of Scurry-Rainbow stated
that a transfer of the License had been
negotiated and the only thing required now
was approval. by the Bureau of a new escrow
agreement, including the promisory note on
the Royal Bank of Canada. Several questions
were asked by the Bureau members about the
promisory note and the general course of
action to be taken by Scurry-Rainbow. Mr.
Lawson stated that his company planned to
proceed with exploratory work in the offshore
area but would not attempt drilling until
the case on ownership of the land had been
settled. There was some discussion regarding
the size of Scurry-Rainbow and their American
affiliate, Westcoast Oil & Gas Corp. This
company would be the actual signatory to the
License, operating as a United States company
incorporated at Delaware. It is a whollyowned subsidiary of Scurry-Rainbow.
After the departure of the companies representatives, Mr. Wilkins asked for further
discussion by counsel of the new escrow
agreement and promisory note.
It seemed
advisable to have individual conversations
between Mr. Doyle and Mr. Schepps and the
companies representatives. Mr. Doyle and
Mr. Schepps made arrangements to meet with
these representatives in Mr. Doyle's office
in the afternoon, after the meeting. Mr.
Schepps agreed to.work for the b~st interests
of the Bureau and the State. The Bureau
members indicated quite strongly that they
would not accept a promisory note under any
circumstances unless the Portland bank was
willing to accept responsibility for
collection and would guarantee immediate
payment to the State if the federal case
goes in favor of Maine.
The Chairman indicated to the representatives
of the companies that a second meeting would
be required to make a decision on a new
escrow agreement, acceptance of the transfer
and replacement for the escrow money.
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Because of the late hour, the Chairman requested that
the meeting be adjourned and instructed Mr. Doyle to advise
the Bureau as to the results of the meeting with the
representatives that afternoon. The meeting was adjourned
at 11:40 a.m.
pm
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STATE OF MAINE
lnter--Departmental Memorandum Date
To
From

Au~tin H. Wilkins, Chairman
~-. ,p)
Robert G. Doyle . '-·

October 4, 1971

Dept. _ _M_a_1_·n_e_M_i_n_1_·n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u_____
Dept. _ _M_a_1_·n_e_M_1_·n_i_n_g~B_u_r_e_a_u_____

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _D_i_s_c_u_s_s_i_o_n__
w_i~t--:h,-,-C_o-=m~p_a_n_1_·_e_s~R_e_.p___r_e_s_e--:n--:t_a_t_i_v_e_s_-"-o"""n'------------

the Escrow Agreement

Lee Schepps and I met with KRC and Scurry-Rainbow people
in my office on Monday afternoon, September 27, as instructed
by the Chairman. Mr. Schepps indicated that the Bureau would
not accept a guaranteed promisory note to replace the escrow
money and that he could not find any legal method for such
an acceptance. I told the companies representatives that
they could discuss the matter with the Portland bank and
that some other arrangement might be possible to make the
replacement of the escrow money. If such an arrangement·
were made, the Bureau would meet again to discuss this
changed situation. The representatives advised that they
would go to Portland and discuss the matter with the bank.
Mr. Schepps advised me·on Tuesday morning that he had
heard from Mr. Lawson and that the Portland bank would not
go along with the guaranteed promisory note.

I talked with Mr. Eckles by telephone this morning and
was advised that at the present time Scurry-Rainbow and KRC
have ceased negotiations and that the transfer would
probably not take place because Scurry did not want to put
up cash to replace the present KRC escrow amount. I would,
therefore, assume that no transfer would take place and the
present situation will remain.
pm
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STATE OF MAINE
Inter,Departmental Memorandum Date Sept. 14, 1971
To

Austin H. Wilkins, Commissioner

From _ _...:Rc:..o::_b_e..:..._r...:t__;;G:...:._D_o..;;.....y..;_l__§'.,._)_·
✓-_,_,____
1

Dept. _ _ _ _-=-F=o.,,,r...,,e..,,s"--'t=r,,_,y.1--------Dept. _ _ _ _-=-F-=o=r,...,e=s~t=r=y
__________

Subject ------------=-M=a:.:i::.:·n:.:.e=-M=i:.:.n:.=i:.::n.::.;;g:;i__:B::..u=r-=e=-=a=-=u=----=M..::i::.:·n=-=-u-=-=t=-=e=-=s=---------------

I had delayed submission of the enclosed minutes until
all of the administrative work was completed regarding the
Giles operation at Nadeau Pond. You will find enclosed a
copy of a License to Mine which was sent out to Mr. Giles.
He has effectively satisfied most of the requirements and I
have sent a letter to him indicating that if a survey is
completed on the property and submitted to me within seven
days of my letter and if $50.00 is enclosed, that we would
execute his License. I talked to him on the phone a few days
ago and he indicated that the survey would start on September 10
and be completed by the end of the weekend. Hopefully I will
have his survey in hand by the first of next week. This would
satisfy my demand that it be completed within seven days of
my letter. This should, therefore, take care of .the Bureau's
Licensing of Mr. Giles.

I think we all recognize that his License preparation is
an example of the need for some sort of interagency relationship regarding Licensing of natural resource projects. It
will, therefore, be the major subject on the agenda for our
next meeting which hopefully we can have on September 27.
Acting as Administrator, I have signed Giles' License
recognizing that all agencies seem to have cleared him for
the License.
I think it is important for us as representives of
resource agencies to develop procedures for License granting.
Also that the Bureau should have before it some thoughts on
administrative conduct and rules as mentioned in the accompanying minutes. I will, by early next week, have for your review
and that of the members, some thoughts on permit and license
granting procedures and also on some of the rules and regulations which we might consider·for Bureau activity.
pm

STATE OF MAINE
Inter,Departmental Memorandum Date Sept. 13, 1971
T

Austin H. Wilkins, Chairman

F:o_m__-_-_-_-_-R=-'--o-_-b=e=r=t==G==·==D=o=y==l=e=..c:..r"'
_-_- - ======
_""~r_,;;-·

Dept. _ _M_a_1_·_n_e_M_1_·n_i_n_,,g._B_u_r_e_a_u_____

Depc._---'M~a=i=n~e---'M~1_·~n_i_n_g___B_u=r...ce-ea~u'------

Subject _ __;M::.::.=i=n:c.::u:c..t:::..e::::.=s--=f:.. :o:.:r::__t=h;.;;:ec.. . .::A-=-u=g..i. .:;.:u=s_:tc.. . .::M-=-e=e.:::c..=t=i=n::..;g,__o=f---=t=h.;:..;e::a._;M==a=i=n.;:..;e~l=-=1=i=n=i=n""'-g;1.-Bc;;.. . ;:.u=r'-"e;_;a=u;:;;______

The August meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held on
August 20, 1971, in the Forestry Department Conference Room.
Since Mr. Osgood had retired, Mr. Doyle called the meeting to
order at 9:35 a.m. Attending for the Bureau were: H. E.
Warren, E.I.C.; L. H. Bond, Fish & Game; P. L. Googins, Sea &
Shore Fisheries; R. A. Hebert, D.E.D.; F. E. Holt, Forestry;
M. C. Dolloff, Agriculture; and R. G. Doyle.
1. Election of Chairman. Mr. Doyle indicated the
need for' nomination and election of a chairman.
He asked for general comments and then, acting
as pro-tern chairman by approval of .the members,
called for nominations for Bureau chairman.
Mr. Bond nominated Austin H. Wilkins and it was
seconded by Mr. Dolloff. Mr. Googins nominated
Mr. Bond. There was no second to this nomination.
Mr. Warren declared the motion for the nominations
to cease and a call for voting. This was seconded
by Mr. Bond. Mr. Dolloff called for a vote which
was unanimous for Mr. Wilkins.
2. Minor Administrative Details.

It was decided
that Mr. Doyle would continue as chairman of this
meeting since the new chairman, Mr. Wilkins, was
unable to make the meeting. Several minor
administrative details were discussed, including
settlement of a regular day and time for monthly
meetings. This will be discussed further in a
subsequent agenda and meeting when Mr. Wilkins
.can be present. Possibly a vice chairman in the
absence of the regular cpairman would be advisable.
It was suggested by Mr. Googins and Mr. Bond that
this should be discussed with the new chairman
and that he should be given an opportunity to
consider the idea. Bureau members did feel,
however, that a vice chairman would be important
since the administrator and secretary, Mr. Doyle,
had other duties to perform at the meetings.

In view of these discussions, Mr. Holt suggested
that there might be operating rules and regulations
defined by the Bureau and its new chairman because
of the complexities of operation in State Government and because of the need for some specific
guidelines _that the chairman might follow in
handling meetings and outside activities.
Mr. Doyle agreed to include the following items
in the agenda for the next Bureau meeting.
Regular Monthly Meeting Date
Vice Chairman
Operating Rules and Regulations
He and Mr. Holt will mention these to Mr. Wilkins
for the latter's consideration.
3. Review of Kerr American operation at the Black Hawk
Mine in Blue Hill. Mr. Bond and Mr. Warren
distributed copies of the latest mining operation
plan of Kerr American to the Bureau members.
Kerr
American presented this plan at a meeting a week
or so before with representatives of the environmental protection agencies of .the State.
Mr. Doyle reviewed briefly, using sketches and
diagrams, the_ mining engineering plan that Kerr
American developed for underground extraction of
the Black Hawk ore body. Mr. Doyle noted that
present plans call for an inclined spiral tunnel
which would work its way down to the base of the
ore body at 600 feet, thus eliminating the need
for the shaft to raise the ore. The shaft would
be used as a supply passage for the underground
operations. Mr. Doyle indicated a 1,000 ton-a-day
mill was presently being contemplated if operation
goes forward. This size would employ approximately
100 people and would probably allow for a ten or
fifteen year minimum time period for.mining.
Mr. Bond and Mr. Warren then reviewed certain
significant changes in the Kerr American plan from
the original Black Hawk mining operation.·
Mr. Warren indicated that property had been
"grandfathered" under site location with its
previous Black Hawk planning. With the new plans
for diversion of a stream and relocation of the
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waste disposal at least part of the proposed
operation would come under the Site Location Law
as well as requiring a waste discharge license.
Mr. Bond indicated that a problem did exist with
the discharge of heated milling water into Second
Pond. The Company is reviewing the engineering
of this problem. Mr. Warren indicated that the
E.I.C. is presently awaiting a new draft of the
mining plan from Kerr American and would present
the whole plan to the E.I.C. commissioners at a
later date (October 4).

4. Nadeau Pond. Mr. Doyle indicated that Stanley
Giles, who is beginning operations in his marl
deposit in Fort Fairfield Township, Aroostook
County, should have a License within the next
few days. Mr. Warren indicated that the E.I.C.
has completed their review of the project and
that a letter to that effect would be forthcoming
to the Bureau secretary in the next few days.
Mr. Warren indicated that in his estimation the
Giles operation would be subject to the Site
Location Law and it was determined that Giles
still did not have a permit from the Great Ponds
Commission. These Licenses and permits will be
forthcoming as soon as the appropriate agencies
can take action. Mr. Giles was advised in
January 1971 that he would be able to operate
until a License was granted (or denied). Such
License should be filed within a short time after
this Bureau meeting. Mr. Giles plans to request
a lease in 1972 should his License to Mine be
gra·nted by the Bureau to operate the property.
There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned
at 11:40 a.m.

Fonn K

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
LICENSE TO MINE NO ............8.-·-··--

These presents certify that

Stanley o. Giles
P. o. Box 935
Presque Isle, Maine

holder of Prospector's Permit No .............?..~=--~.!................., dated -········_!·?,·::·2 2- 7 0
mine valuable minerals in the area composed of Claim (s)

04769

·-······, is granted a license to

4301 and 4302

- - - • 0 0 0 000-00oO••••••••• • -H•O•-••••••• • ••••. . •••••·••••....... •••-••oooo OOO Oooo-oooooo•- • •••••••,

Town of -··-··········Fort_.. Fairfie.1d._............................. , County of -··········1-.:roostook ............................... _....................--......... ,
in accordance with the provisions of the Maine Mining Bureau, Chapter 401, Section 2105, Revised Statutes,

1964, and under the following· terms and conditions imposed by the Mining Bureau:

(1) 'l'hat ·e~2 water be returned. to Nadeau Pond to r .o less than its
cir•2.::tl covcra.9r?. and. depth prior to crn;1...-rn.ence:nent of operations.
(2) ·~that g1e 02(11:"ation is still subject to approval under the
· Site Location L~w of the Envil':onr:1(mtal IJL{>rovement Cor:-tnission.

(3) 1I-h3.t a minimum annua.l royalty payment to the r.Jaine Mininq
Bureau, under t:."l.e ·t.en1s of Section 210S-?,\2, be a?plicd to each
ton of material rc,rrioved fror.1 [:t.ate land. The minir.m:r,'11 royalty
sha:(.1 L12 seven.ty-.. fiVi:: {75) cents per ton for eaC:::1 tc,n removed.
Tb.:L~::· amou11t sh,J .11 be paid on <"1.l l tonr..o.t]e re;:tlo,red frcm the prc\(Jerty
since July 1, 1970, exce9t. for that ton:.:ia.gt?. used fo .r research and
t(,sting and net: pre!}ared for mv.rL2t during the period. from ,July 1,
l 9 70y to :::ieptc2MJer 1, 1971. Pay:.:-:.-i'c:>?1t of the minimurn royalty
pa.y;::(:!n.t, co,i-E:r:i.ng th1:: • pE:ricd ,July 1, '19 70 through D,?.cember 31,
1971 i- r:1hztll be due on Deccmbe~· 31,. 1971. Each succeeding payment
for cnnual rener,-;al shall be on December .31 of each calendar year.

(cont.i:n.ued)
........ ···········September....1 ..' ..... 1.971......................................~ /
Date

f1.1llw/t4._. .... . . . . . ....__· · ···· ·-·-· · ··

Authorized Signature
Maine Mining Bureau

Form K

Page 2

(continued)
(4) That an actual adjusted "fair market value royalty" be
calculated and paid to the Bureau should such actual royalty
exceed the rninimu.irl royalty in dollar value.

DRAF'l' 4

September 10, 1970

PROPOSED REGULATIONS
CONCERi"\JING OIL AND GAS LXPLORATION

Regulation 1.

Registration of prospectors.

No person, whether acting in tis own behalf or as
agent or eillployee of another, shalJ prospect for oil and
gas wit~in the State without a valid prospector's registration certificate issued by thE Bureau.

The Bureau

shall prescribe forms for initial c.nd renewal applications
for such r2gistration.

Upon receipt of a properly

completed application form and a fEe of $200, the Bureau
shall issu= to the applicant a registration certificate
which shall be nontransferable and valid for the calendar
year in which issued.

CertificateE issued under this

section may be renewed annually by completion of renewal
applicaticn and payment of the $20C fee.
Regul3.tion 2.

Exploratio? permits - State lands.

Any p3rson holding a valid and unexpired prospector's
certificat2 from the _Bureau may apply for a permit to
explore for oil and gas on State lands, including submerged
lands, or land held in trust by th£ State.

Such applicatio0s

shall include a description of each tract of State land
upon which permission is sought to so explore, and such

other information as the Bureau may prescribe.

No tract

shall be greater than fifteen minutes of longitude by
ten minutes of latitude.

Upon rec~ipt of a properly

completed application, and an annual fee of $500 for
each. tract described in the applic,1tion, and the deposit
described in Regulation 3, the Bur,3au shall issue to the
applicant such a permit, which sha Ll be nontransferable
and valid for the calendar year in which issued.

Such

permit may be renewed annually the~eafter, provided the
permi ttee has complied with applic,{ble laws and regulations,
but shall not be renewed after the expiration of five
additional calendar years from the date of expiration of
the original permit.

Additional annual renewals may be

granted by the Bureau beyond the ~Jove six year limitation
only upon a showing satisfactory to the Bureau by the
-

permi ttee that due to unforseen ci::-cumstances, or
circumstances beyond its control, :~t has been unable to
complete exploration of the tract

1

mder permit.

No more

than five such annual renewals sha:Ll be granted.
During the period such permit is in force, the
holder thereof is entitled to:
A.

The exclusive right of ent.ry upon and
~ossession of the premises therein
described for the purpose of exploring
for and extracting oil and gas therefrom;
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B.

All oil and gas found on the premises
therein described.

The Bureau shall not issue exploration permits under
this section with respect to either State lands the subject
.of existi:,g exploration permits in force and unexpired,
or State lands leased to oth~r per3ons under the provisions
of Regulation 6.
permits

0:1

Nor shall the Bureau issue exploration

State lands which are sJbject to existing permits

or leases from other State agencie~ if in the opinion of
the Burea;1 such exploration may be detrimental to said
permi ttee:; or leaseholders.
7 1_

,,,_,,.,_-,::,:_..

7c

.

./.>

,.. . ' .. -/- ·, . .

..__; CC.- (/r: / 0

_ _ _-,..,
/

.:,c/;./::.c-c· _/: ..::,.x.

Regu:1.ation 3.

Required expend.itures; deposits.

Persons holding exploration p3rmits issued pursuant
to Regula·:.ion 2 shall, no less tha

1

30 days prior to the

expiration of such permit, submit L:.o the Bureau an affidavit
declaring under the pains and penalties of perjury that
expendi tu:~es for exploration work :1as been conducted to
the follrn,ing amounts on each tract covered by the
permit:

::or the first and second :1ears_, :l:0¢ per acre;
tiJ\

l

.i. _..

for· the third and fourth years, ·15·-;,,.~per acre; for the
fifth and each succeeding year, i~~ per acre.

The Bureau

may requiie that such affidavits bB acc?mpanied by detailed
records o:f such expenditures, showing the amounts paid,
to whom and for what purpose.
At the time original application is made for an
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exploration permit, and concurrently with the submission
of the affidavit referred to in the preceding paragraph,
the applicant or permittee, as his status may be, shall
deposit with the Bureau an amount equal to 20% of the
exploration expenditure requirement for the applicable
year.

Such deposits shall not be credited to the Oil and

Gas Fund t-ut shall be kept by the ~reasurer of State in a
separate, interest-bearing account. which interest shall
accrue to such Fund.
Upon receipt by the Bureau of the affidavit required
by this sEction and any supporting documents required to be
submitted therewith outstanding deposits credited to the
affiant sl:all be returned to him or credited against any
other depcsit required to be made 1~ him, as the affiant
may in writing elect.
In the event that a permittee has not completed
his assessment work prior to the end of any calendar year,
he shall J: e allowed to submit a caf;h payment for the
balance of such assessment work not. completed on his
permit tract.

This money will be deposited with the Oil

and Gas Fund.
In the event that the affidavit required by this
section i:: not submitted at the tine required, the permit
issued to the person failing to make the submission shall
forthwith become void and ~he deposit for the year concerning which such affidavit should have been filed shall

-4-

be forfeited to the Bureau.

Such forfeitures shall accrue

to the Oil and Gas Fund.
ReguJ.ation 4.

Information sl.·bmitted.

Persons holding exploration permits issued pursuant
to Regulation 2 shall, within 180 days after the expiration
of such annual permit, submit to the Bureau such information
concernins· their findings as a result of their exploration
efforts or. State lands during such year, as the Bureau
may by re~ ulation require.

Such L1forma tion shall be kept

confidential by the Bureau for two years from the date of
receipt.

In the event that such inform1tion is not submitted
within thE time required, any existing exploration permit
issued to the person failing to ma<e the submission shall
forthwith become void.
Regu]ation 5.

Approval of pl~ns.

No pErson registered pursuant to Regulation 1 shall
commence any exploratory work whic:1 will involve the use of
explosives·, or drilling, or other disturbance of the
ground or' sea floor unless he shal:L, at least 90 days prior
to the commencement of such work, :;ubmit to the Bureau a
written outline of such proposed work, which outline shall
include:
A.

A statement of the dates on or about which
such work is proposed to commence and conclude;
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B.

A map.or other graphic indicator of where,
within any tract, such work will take place;·

C.

A description of the amount and type of
explosives, if any, proposed to be used; and
the area where such explosives will be
touched off shall be indicated on the map
r2ferred to in.the previoLs subsection;

D.

A description of the methcds proposed to be
euployed by the permittee to prevent the
uncontrolled escape of oil and gas into the
air and water as a result of such work;

E.

A description of the methods proposed to be
e:nployed by the permittee to prevent damage
tJ marine resources; and

F.

A copy of all necessary orders and approval
issueq by the Envirolli~ental Improvement
CJmmission with regard to the proposed
exploratory work.

Upon receipt of such an outline, the Bureau shall
examine th3 same and within 30 days notify the person
submitting such outline of its approval or rejection
thereof.

If the outline is rejected, the Bureau shall

state its reasons for rejection.

'lhe Bureau may propose

modifications or approve the outline only in part.

Any

person submitting such outline and aggrieved by the Bureau's
decision with respect thereto, may request in writing a
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hearing before the Bureau, which hearing shall be held
within 30 days of receipt of such request.

Written notice

of the time and place of such hearing shall be given to
the person reques·ting the same at least 10 days prior
thereto.

Within 20 days after the hearing the Bureau

shall notify such person in writing of its decision.

If

such person is aggrieved by the de,:;ision of the Bureau afte -·~
such hearing, he may appeal to the Administrative Hearing
Commissioner as provided in Title :5, M.R.S.A., Chapter

301-307.
Regulation 6.

Leases.

No person holding an explorat:'.on permit issued
pursuant to Regulation 2 shall ext::·act oil or gas from the
premises d2scribed in such permit nnless he shall have, as
lessee, executed a lease of the tro'l.ct described in said
permit, which lease shall include 1:::ovenants by the lessee t:):
A. Pay to the Bureau such royiilties, in such
manner and in such amount ,3.s may be agreed
up~n by the lessee and the Bureau, on the
oil, gas and other hydroca:~bon substances
produced from any well or 'i!ells on such tract;
B. Keep accurate records of ti1e oil, gis and
other hydrocarbon substanc.:::s produced from
such well or wells in a manner which will
enable the Bureau to determine whether all
royalties due have been paid;
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C. Abide by existing laws, and regulations
of the Bureau, respecting the extraction,
p~oduction and transportation of oil and
gas, and respecting the prevention of
pollution of air and water by oil and gas,
a11d the removal of illegal:1_y discharged
oi.l from waters of the Sta':e; and
D. In addition, be fore approv::_ng leases, the
,Bureau shall consult with other related
Nc=.tural Resources agencies as to their
ir,terest in the lands which are subject
to the proposed lease.
The f:ureau shall prepare, and promulgate in the same
manner provided for the adoption o::: regulations under this
subchapter, a standard form for such leases.
All royalties collected under this section shall
be paid o,·er daily by the Bureau to the Treasurer of State,
and shall be by him credited to thE~ General Fund.
Upon the violation of any ten1s, covenants or
conditionE of any such lease, the Bureau may declare the
lease voic.

If the lessee is aggr:_eved by such declaration

he may request a hearing before th~ Bureau, which hearing
shall be held within 20 days of receipt of such request.
Written notice of the time and place of such hearing shall
be given to such lessee at least 10 days prior thereto.
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Within 20 days after the hearing the Bureau shall notify
said lessee in writing of its decision.

If such lessee is

aggrieved by the Bureau's decision after such hearing he
may appeal to the Administrative Hearing Commissioner as
provided in Title 5, M.R.S.A., Chapter 301-307.
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STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum

o.

Date

August 6, 1971

Members
To _ _ _ ____::.:.==:...::...=-=-------x-+.+-'---

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

G._ _
Doyle
l~
From _ _ _ _ Robert
_____
----"'----\\----

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Subject _ _ __:An:.::.::::n:.:o=---u=-n:.:.::c:...::e=m:..:_e=--=--:n:...:t:.__:o:...f=----.:.A:.:u::..;ge....u=s...:t:__::M.:.e=-e..:......::.t...:i=-n-g,c!___:_o...:f=---t-h_e_M_a_i_n_e_M_i_n_i_n_g:e....__B_u_r_e_a_u_____

Mrs. Morton will be calling to confirm a date for
the August meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau. It looks,
at the present time, sometime during the week of August 16
through 20 will have to serve. There are three subjects
for the agenda.

pm

1.

Nomination and election of a chairman.

2.

Action on the License to Mine by Stanley
Giles for Nadeau Pond in Fort Fairfield.
Giles seems to have satisfied most of the
requirements for a License and we are
awaiting comment from one or two member
agencies. I hope that we can wind this
up at our next meeting.

3.

Review of activity at the Black Hawk and
Callahan operations. You will find
enclosed a copy of my letter to Albert
Sandecki going over the recommendations
for rehabilitation for Callahan. I
believe that Lyn Bond and Bill Adams
can fill us in on the licensing and
permits which are being sought by Black
Hawk.
I will discuss briefly their
underground mining plan.
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Albert E. Sanctec ki, Chairman
August 6, 1971
Page 2

4.

Damming up o f the Weir Cove outlet at the
s o uth e nd of C'-.oose Falls Po n<l t o prevent
po ssible contar,un a tion o f vfoir Cove.
Tnere i s al ao mer1tion o f f iliir,q in U c
entire leng t ! o f t . e ~ ivcrsion ditc, to
thH Cove.
I wa s J. o :' 3ure \.:hat c onclusi o n
wa s red che ~ regarding thi s a c tion •

..,.

Kc -sha:, i ng and t : en ;_::.la,.tin1· of th e: h it:rii
roc i · c.nlf,1[) \,· :i cli li c·3 betv✓ C f~Ii t:;,::
s;?it: and the rni ! l ~·.roa.
~:r . .e- tri c J~
GE-; umeu tc, fc~a l th.cl t. t l1e r- r :." !s',nt. co n ··
figuratio11 of t:l1s p il0 vc uld not ,.;up ort

va c: t.: -

q ro·.,rtH .

6.

i , gen8ral re c omJl1~ n cia ti o n r8gard i ng · r ..:.a
clcanulJ, r.;afcty n ·-:ar the •Ji t and r-.r-o val
of t.,e bu.ilui::1gs.

1 a..ro iri. g ,.::m.~r.:11 .:1 .Jr02:;,~ n t witl all of t'v: "'r-; t '·:0ug .t s .
he c ngin~erirJ stud ios an~ phys ical in p l a~cn•ation will
.ake s o me tir,1~:a and real i n vest i.gati o n.
But I lo f.-~€ 1 t ' . c t
p rogr .... a~ 0 .. each r:?commendatio n shoul·l take ,. >lace e'" soon
as p 1~sibl · . Th o f i ~ ancing ~i ll 3lso he a ~ub j~ct for
J i s cu~si~~ and t ho a c tual 10tails of rchat i .it tin
t<l i ,r'-}d t o availabl e mo n e y.
You , , ive: done a gnod j o b in g(~ t tin ~; t:-i ing::1 moving ,
ar.1 sun:- t,:..1t t .1:: ,'-~i i ~ing Bu reau ~,i .:
coo ; crate a'3
,-uch as i.)0£ sible t o i mple :'.,cnt tnc re c omiicr. c.. at. ion s .

a n,_;_ I

Very truly y ours ,

Robert G. De; 1 1;
' n i.ni '3t r~tor

<..'< .

P"'i'.c,.-,,c

.,c.:~

<<'

~v-<-t."t.!-1...~

STATE OF MAINE
lnter--Departmental Memorandum

Date July 15. 1971

To _ _ _ _---=M=e~m~bc...e~r~s__________

Dept. _ _~M=a=i=n=e~M=i=·n=i~n,...g>--'B=u=r~e=a~u=-----

From _ _ _____;R:;..:;o~b---'e'--'r"-t-"-----'GC....'------D~o~y~l~e~----

Dept. _ _. . _M=a=i=-·n=e;.__:,M=i=-·=n=i=n=-;g.,__=B-=u=r,....,e=a=u=------

Subject _ _ _ _--=--:M~i:.:n..:.:u=.t. ::..::e:.. ::s~o=f___:t~h..:.:e=---.::cJ..::.u::.::n.=. :e::::..__""M::::e:..oe=-t=-1=·.:. :n:..;g'--'o"'--=f--=t=-=h.::..:e=c.-.-=-'M°"'a:..::i=-=n:=.e=-.....M=i=-=n=i-=-=n:..;g,___,B=-u=r--=e=a=u=------

The June meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held
on June 15, 1971, in the Department of Agriculture's
conference room. Attending for the Bureau were: C. Osgood;
W. Hinckley, E.I.C.; R. Dow, Sea & Shore Fisheries; L. Bond,
Fish & Game; R. Doyle and w. Anderson, Geological Survey;
and W. Dorsey, Economic Development. Mr. Fuller of the
Attorney General's office attended briefly at the end of
the meeting.
1.

Rehabilitation Committee for Callahan Mining Company.
Mr. Doyle reported that he had been at a recent
meeting of the rehabilitation committee in company
with representatives from the Sea & Shore Fisheries
Department, local residents, and a representative
from Callahan Mining Company. One principal subject
at the meeting at Harborside was an attempt at
organization of a regular committee. Since, however,
several members attending the meeting did not feel
that they represented the total attitude of the group
behind them, a formal organization should not be made
at the present time. Mr. Sandecki, however, was
chosen chairman of whatever informal group we
represent and Mr. Beck the corresponding secretary.
At the Harborside meeting, Mr. Sandecki reviewed
correspondence and conversation with a Professor
Dorothy Patrick of the Philadelphia Academy of Science,
a presumably nonprofit research organization which
has some experience in the rehabilitation of mined
areas. Mr. Sandecki noted that Dr. Patrick was
willing to come up to Maine and examine the situation
and answer some of the questions he had posed to her
and provide the informal committee with perhaps some
opportunity to know the extent, complexity and cost
of a total rehabilitation program. The cost to the
group for the consultation by Dr. Patrick would be
approximately $1,000 including expenses. Both
Mr. Doyle and Mr. Beck were unable to commit their
company and/or agency to any expenditure of funds
until a formal action had been taken by their
respective groups. It was, therefore, suggested that
further information be received by Mr. Sandecki and
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Mr. Beck from Dr. Patrick before a commitment is
made.
Mr. Doyle also advised the Bureau that several
members of the informal group, principally Mr.
Sandecki, felt that it was the Bureau's obligation
to provide funds for rehabilitation, not only of the
pond but of the area around the pond.
Mr. Doyle
noted in the Bureau meeting that he clarified this
situation by rereading Section 23 which does not
commit the Bureau to any specific including
expenditure.
Mr. Doyle noted finally, regarding the
Callahan-Harborside meeting, that until some formal
arrangement had been made that he would act only as
observer and reporter to the Bureau relative to the
committee. General discussion followed Mr. Doyle's
presentation with very strong feelings presented
by Mr. Dow that the area should be closed off from
the salt water harbor area until such time as it
was definitely proven that no ionic exchange and
transfer of copper materials would take place if the
area was opened and the dams removed.
The Chairman
suggested that the positions of various interests in
the State, through its agencies, might be presented
in letter form to Mr. Doyle and he might then present
it to the Bureau so that the Bureau could take a
definitive position at some time and assuming that a
regular committee would be formed.
Mr. Doyle was
to advise and suggest to the various agencies that
they present a position paper within the next month.
Mr. Doyle agreed to do this.
2.

The Chairman noted that he would be retiring from
his position with the Department of Agriculture and
also, therefore, as Chairman of the Bureau and that
at the next meeting, a new chairman should be
chosen. Mr. Fuller was in attendance at that time
and suggested that the proximate meeting be called
to order by Mr. Doyle and that the first order of
business would be nomination and vote for a new
chairman.

3.

Stanley Giles' Request for License to Mine.
Mr. Doyle reported that Nedeau Pond had been
examined by representatives of the E.I.C. and
Inland Fish & Game Departments. Giles has requested
a License to Mine from the Bureau and since he is
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already beginning mining operations, it would be
well to get the necessary paper work taken care of.
Mr. Hinckley, E.I.C., stated that his Department
was a little concerned that application for a permit
under site location had not been received.
In
answer to Mr. Hinckley, it was pointed out by
several members of the Bureau that the activities
at Nedeau Pond had been discussed at length at
previous meetings going back to November. Mr. Doyle
noted that he had examined it twice during 1970 and
advised Raeburn Macdonald of E.I.C. that a visit to
the area might be required.
Mr. Hinckley stated that
he would follow through with his Department to find
out the status of the situation.
The Chairman
requested that Mr. Doyle continue working with
Mr. Giles and begin processing forms for a License
to Mine.
The meeting was adjourned at 11:15 a.m.
pm

STATE OF MAINE
Inter,Departmental Memorandum

Date

July 14, 1971

To _ _ _ _ _Members
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dept. ___M"'""a_i_n_e
__M_i_n_i_·n__._q_B_u_r_e_a_u____

From _ _ _ _R_o_b_e_r_t_G_._D_o-=y=-l_e
_____

Dept. ___M_a_i_
· n_e
__M_i_n_i_·n___,_g_B_u_r_e_a_u____

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M_i_n_u_t_e..:::.s:____:a_n_d
__R.. .:e.. .:c.. .:e.. .:n.. .:t_.. .:A_c_t.. .:i=-·v.....:_i-=t..._y_i..:...n_...:.tc::..:h....:e_B_u_r...:....:.e_a-=u-'-----------

I am enclosing with this memorandum, the minutes of
our last meeting wherein we discussed the rehabilitation
committee work for the Callahan property and very briefly
noted the activity taking place at Nedeau Pond, Fort
Fairfield, Maine. We also noted that Chairman Osgood is
retiring and consideration of a new chairman should be
the first order of business at our proximate meeting.
I am hopeful that we can have a meeting within the
next four weeks. Vacation schedules and a busy summer
have slowed down our program.
I would like to turn your attention to the Land
Use Ruling which should be approved for Giles as soon as
possible~ He has submitted to us an Application for Land
Use Ruling and License to Mine on his marl deposit. Of
particular interest, of course, would be the E.I.C. member
and the Fish & Game member. I doubt quite seriously that
Giles would cause any harm to the pond and would, in all
probability, improve the Pond where a deep body of water
will come into existence. Giles seems to get along with
his neighbors and is producing a locally required material
without causing much grief to the environment.
The exigencies of the situation require that we
process these applications as soon as possible. Giles is
already producing material commercially. I will call the
pertinent agencies involved next week for a brief conference
on the situation if any of you wish it.
Nothing has happened relative to the conservation
group at the Callahan Mine. The informal group meets once
again on the 24th of July at Harborside. As stated in the
June meeting, I will take no action until we have things
in a little better shape than they are right now. I will
keep you informed.
My secretary, sometime next week, will call around to
see if we can put together a mutually agreeable date for a
mid-summer meeting of the Bureau. We should not go without a chairman for any length of time so this meeting
should take place quickly.
pm

June 9, 1971

Clayton B. Osc;;ood, Chairman
Maino 11ining BurL~au
_ ob12rt G. Doy le

P.gricult.ure

·

Ju:.1e Meeting uf

b.10

l''a ine rlining

Bun;c:?.U

A neeting of tlw i Ia in0 !·~i!li g Bureau 'l:7ill be :1eld on
Jun.:) 15, at 9: 00 a .::.1., in the D8partment of Agriculture is
coilfer0nce room.

AGENDA
1.

Further d iscussion on reh,~bilitation of
Calla llc.m d ir:e la::-1ds.

2.

•rra11s fer of ~J ivisic)n of Sci ence, recl1nolo,;y
and Mii1eral RE;sources to t h e Forastry Dept.
1

'

/ J1 ffl ·/3
May 18, 1971
Clayton P. Osgooo, Chairman

Maine Mining Bureau

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Maine n ining Bureau

Minutes of Maine r1ining Bureau Meeting of A!.Jril 20 , 1971

Th e April meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held on
Tuesday, April 20, 1971, in the Conference Room of the Department
of Agriculture at 9:30 a.m.
Attending for the Bureau: Osgood, Wilkins, Goggins, Nova
(E .I.C . } , Doyle , Anderson.
Mr. Fred Bartlett of the Park and
Recreation Comm. was also in attendance.

1.

Proposed rehabilitation of the Callahan ciine site at
Harborside. Mr. Doyle outlined the present status of
the operation. Ile stated that the Callahan Annual Report
(1971) in6icated that the Harborside ruine would be closed
down in 1972. i'1r. Doyle indicated that, in his judgement,
this would take place around September of 1972.

Ac cording to Section #23 of Maine Mining Bureau Lease #5:
·' Lessee will cooperate with Lessor, its various agencies
anu tne officials of the town of Brooksville, Hancock
County, Maine, in the planning, funding and. implementation
of a program for the rehabilitation of the said lands upon
the cm~letion of mining activities thereon~
The details
of such program, including the funding and administration
of same ana the source of funds to accomplish the program
shall be the subject of further d iscussion and negotiation
between the parties. "
The Brooksville Town Planning Group, lleadecl by Capt. Chas.
Sewall, has been meeting to discuss ti1eir part in the rehabilitation.
Mr. Sewall 6iti say e1at the planning group expected the State officials
to come up with specific recommendations for the area. Sewall also
expected that a meeting be arranged among the three parties - Bureau,
Company and Town -· to work out a rehabilitation plan.
Mr. Doyle
stated that he had been in contact with ~ r. Sewall and advised him
of the planned. Bureau meeting and would. auvise him as to any conclusions reacheci.

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman
Page Two
Hay 18, 1971

~ r. Charles Snead, Vice President for Callahan h as notified
Mr. Doyle of his intention to meet in Maine with the interested
parties to worJ: out the r ,e habili tation proposals. )Iis company is
willing to work touard an adequate cl~anup of the property. His
principal concern, and that of all tl1c; parties, is what to cio with
the ()Ond area, whetner to fill it with fresh ' or salt water, to
remove tiw dam an<l allow a natural habitat to c.i.cvelop or to reopen
the falls channt::l to allow for an anchorage in the cove.
There i. '.3
also the problem of ,.-,hether the State Aid road and bri<lge should
be kept or cut through.
Mr. Doyle reminded the Bureau that in 1966, during lease
negotiations, the Stab~ agencies involved were not able to make
specific recommendations for after -·mining rehabilitation because
no one coul<i predict what the physical situation would be or what
might be ~esirable when mining operations ceased.
The most important factor to the situation is the recent gift
acq:uisi tion of the Holbrook Sanctuary (of Anita Harris) by the
Park Commission. Since this Sanctuary forms the east sh.ore of
Goose Falls Pond and since the Park Commission can get matching
funds for tile value of the gift from I3. O. R. in tiic Interior Dept. ,
there is a very necessary conclusion that the Corr,rnission become
involved.
hr. Doyle indicatea the extent of operations and stated that,
in his opinion, no further activity uould take place at the
property - as a mine. With the Chairman's permission, Mr. Doyle
suggested that r,Ir. Bartlett review the activity and plans of
the par;-:. Commission to uate relative to the IIarborside operation .
.Mr. Bartlett explained the technicalities of receiving federal
Within the pending
B.O.R. project, there are funds allocated for limited work in the
re-establis:i1ruent of Goose Palls Pond.
Of prime concern to t:·1e
Park Commission an<l the I3.0.R. are tha future plans of Callahan
anu the possible aisposi tion of the Callahan land along tiie west
shore of the pond and to what extent Callahan and other state and
federal agencies can contribute to the obliteration or beautification of the -spoils bank a11d slurry pool.
fw1ds for the value of Miss Harris' donation.

Cla 1 ton P. Osgood, Chairman
Page Three
1:ay 18, 1971

Tne Chairman noted that it Has the consensus of the members to
have the Sea and Shore Fisheri1;s and Inland Fish an<l Game Dep artments
nake whatever outlines of position that they may have. The Park
Commission would continue its planning wo:!'."k in tl e area, and that
a meeting be called with the three parties after the Dureau develops
a position acceptable to its members.
Iv"_ r. Doyle was asked to
contact Nr. Snead and £,.1.r. Sewall and acquaint thent with these recent
actions.
Nr. Doyle would also be in touch with the Highway Dept.
for an iGea of their feelings on the road and bridge.
Review of Activity - lir. Doyle took a few minutes to bring
the members a review of recent mineral activity. 'Ehe most important
fact was the revival of the Black Hawk property on Second Pond,
Blue Hill..
Diamond drill testing by Kerr Addison .Mines, Ltd.,
Toronto, the new property holder, was fairlv successful and r~.
Doyle believes that they will try to put th~ mine back in production
and build a mill for concentrating.
Drilling and geophysical work was conducted in two areas of
Aroostook County on DeBoullie Lake and Square La}:es by Humble and
International Paper Co. respectively.
t tr. Stanley Giles of Presque Isle, holding claims on Nadeau
Pond in Fort Fairfield (for Lime r·arl ) is requesting a l i cense
to mine. r1r . Doyle is arranging a trip for the involved state
agencies sometime during the month of May.

The meeting was adjourned at 11:40 a.m.

February

_o,

Cayton P. Osgood, Chairman

Agriculture

!•Caine i•1ining Lureau
Rob ert G . Ix.,y le:

Haine I lining Bureau

i• inutes .:or the Fl;::!:Oruary MGeting of t.he

1 ine Hining Bureau

0

The February r.1ee-c.ing of t:i:1e _•laine Hining :Gurea.u 1as held
on Tuesday norning, February 2r • 1971, in the Agriculture
De!:)artmen.t Confe:r.e:r.ce Roon, at 10:25 a.rn. Attending xor the
Eure au •-, ere: Osgood, Wilkins , Bo nd, Googins, Scott, Doyle,
aP.. ,.; Anderson

l.

(He G. S.) •

King Resources Comp~ License . Renewul.
KRC has
revicuec.1 our terms and conditions for -the Second
Renewal of License. to 1.,.;.:j_ne i·fo . 7 on Gulf Area 1:,1.
'i'hese terns require::. irnC to complete a study of
the 1969-70 surve~1 in~J, conduct a review c:-.nd
underta}:e, by mid - 19 72 .j' further exploratory .:10;.:-k
on the tract. l-'ir. Doyle indicatec1. tbat :Job Fuller
ha<l assisted greatly in preparation e,£ the terms
and conditions~
KRC la•;1yers liave agreeLl to the terms for renewal,
\Ti th one exception~ '?he: Company '..Ji shes to :1ave
extended the lengU1 of tirne that tho Dure au wi 11
hold conf iuent.ial tc1e resul t.5 of data review or

new exploratory tosults. After scme ~iscussion,
wi ti1 t..eclmical contributioL fror,1 Do:1le and
.An<ierson, the Dure au voted to allow the change.
dr. LJoyle ua::; ins·cructe..:, to make th~ cj1ange and
issue tlie renewal to l~RC.
2.

Coastal .States Qj:-ga.nizati.011. i1r. Coyle c.lcsc:cibed L1e
Organization and H:s possible imt"rnct on the
offs h ore o :nership ana a.d1i~inistratior... T;1e
proLlen for r,1aine is .to get a $500.0C ,·:1.er:>c'.)ers.1i,;i

fee Jai~ into the Organization. There is at
present no budget i t e rn in the a -~ Ecncics involved
in the ocean cnviron:;:acnt to pay ·c:1e fee.
Allen
Pease in th~ Governoris office suggested that
the Bureau might 1:1ish to be the sponsoring agency
for c.s.o. membersl1ip~
·

1971

It. ::a;::; qUggested by iv!r ;;Jilt:ins ·:::hat s,-::vera State
agencies, including t · e Planning Office aid Sea &
Shore Fi~ 1eries ~e cm1tacte-~i. for a partittl contributio _
to tl.t:: m mbe::ship fe(~.
'I'he Bureau :, ight, th.:.; Chair nan
u

indicated, be 1illi11g to cone up \,;ith $100 . 00 as a
part of the fee q
.ir . Doyle sai · he 1.-,oulci try the
nultiple agency approach, and come to chE": Bureau for
a :::;11are late::-.

3.

Review o:: ;.. cti vity. 'l'liere Here a few nev. coLunents and
changes .1.n activity since the December meGti :1-;. Ar.
D- yle indicated that :!u:nble, International P2..per Co.
(through the St= •1all Co pany), and t{nox .diniu.'q - 1a·ve
requ "Sted a_ ice drilling c~:rtension on pends w:1ere tl1.ey
are 1orkir 9. '.1't1ese extensions have been 0ranted.
Stanley Giles, claimholde . . . on Nc1deau Pone {lime-marl)
tlaE bGen notified that he will have to go throug~
License procedure this S~.)ring. T~1ere ar~ nevi indications
that t:hcl !.Hae;~ l-iawL property ·.-.rill be pm.. back on active
status this year.

There being no other ::iusiness for the Bur'3au, the Chai::..""!nc:in
adjourne th-2 meeting at 11 . 55, a . m.

c:::..a1ton P, 02000c, C:1air,.r.2.n
t.i.<.tiu~ .!J.I,i!i.•.J Gurt.·au
!'.e:,.;,:::r\. C .. Lo_y l, .. '

He :C(:;cc~iv(...1... a vo.r1 guot.: .suyJ-:.:::::it.im: fron: :'.'.;ill }\c..d.1,i.:3
r.::.L~_tiv0 tc ru1ulzirl.1 -cikl ul0u. Liiw:; 1.iurean
l'.10,::C.lL-J!:;.
:...:iJ.:L·~; i(._-:cJ. \v'u.S ti-.at. ,/,'j .ni-:;.1t ,-;~l:. GUt:. a
,. 1✓ ~c · £le ,..,_2..y ,·n1.... tiu-::. ~acu ,aonti, (11..;t u., ..;ay t:m fir:,L
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Also sent to;
Austin Wilkins
Lyndon I3onc.t
Robert L0\4
Ri cl1an1 Hebert
Wi lliarn Aaams, Jr.
Robert Fuller
Co1n1Uissio
..
rner heefe

STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum Dare January 2 8, 19 71
· t

Claytoh B ..__Qs__gu_od, Chai man
Maine kining Bureau
FromRobert 1 G. Doyle

Dept. __A,,..gy...,..r....Ji__._c__,1u..1~J_...t.....nwr_c.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

To

Subject

Dept.--1:'.!aine Mining Bnrea11

I

February M f ~ e Maine Mini n •:J__B.L,LL.111.. 1.r. .s;e:. iac..i. 1,. .1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I have recE,i ved letters from sever a :~ members indicating that
the morning of I'ebruary 2 appears to be i:l. reasonable time for a
meeting. ·
Therefore, a meeting of -the Maine M::_ning Bureau will be held

on February 2, c.t 10: 30 a .m., in the Department of Agriculture's
conference room.

AGENDA

1.

Ljcense to Mine for King lli]sources Co.:
Yc•u will find enclosed a copy of the proposed
License to Mine for King lliisources Co. for
lS 71.
This is the final draft which I have
rE cei ved from Mr. Fuller a'.:ter working with
hjm on several occasions.
You will also note
tr.at there is enclosed a letter from Mr. Schwarz
mc:king one comment on the License. We will be
atle · to discuss this commeILt at the meeting.

2.

Membership · in the · C9astal ~;tate Organization:
I would like to discuss._wi 1:h the membership
ot.r repres~ntation in the Coastal States
Organization, a national group which is working
w:i th the federal governmen1: on off she re
·
legislation.

3.

General review of activitiE!S in Maine.

r

BENNETT & SCHWARZ
Jlllorneys al f3aw
482 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE 04111

HERBERT H . BENNETT
ROBERT D. SC HWARZ

207-774-5658

JOHN N. KEr

~fanuary 21, 1971

Mr. RobErt Doyle
Maine Mjning Bureau
State Reuse
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bol,:
Cor.firrning our telephone conversation of the 20th with
regards to the License to Mine #"I - second renewal, we
sincerely feel that because of the nature of the work which we
have dore and would be doing and because of the instability
of the legal status of the right!,, we should be protected
by the E tate of Maine on a nol)-d: _sclosure for at least five
years.
This in no way harms the State's position; on the
other hc .nd, if the U.S . ._Supreme Court determines that the
state of Maine does not,have the right, then anyone apply. _ing undEir a Federal permit would have ready access to all
of the material which we gathere<l at a considerable expense_.
r

I vrould appreciate your bringing this up before the
Mining f;ureau and if they desire . I will be present al the ugh
I think you are all pretty much '.:amiliar with the situation.

RDS:fcf

cc:

ROlJert Dippo
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Dcccnber 21 , 1970
r-;nine [· ining Bureau

Clayton P . C~good, Chairman

tobcrt G. Doyle , ,\dmi.nisti.,a-i:or
DcccmbC.'r Fceting of the, ninC:! f-iining Bureau

The DecGmber meeting of the 1 nine: : ining Dureau will b0
held on ·.1cdnesc1oy, Dcccmb~r 23 , 1970 , at 3 p . m. in the Dcpartrr.c:mt o:t Economic Development Conf crence !loom.
1

The agenda is c.1s follot'7S:

1)

Discussion of resu.l·i:s of J(ing Resources survey
t11ork in Gulf 1\J.."ea I . \'Je will also , p1"esumably ,
begin consideration of 1:•enewal o.f their License o

2)

:levic'l.ll of activity by Stanley Giles . r:r .. f;iles
hc1s a marl t1eposit near Fort } airfield nnd will ,
doubtlC?ss, wi sh to apply for a Lic ense t o r- inc
som~time in Janua y . It td.11 be Hell to discuss

his activities at this meeting.
3)

General review of activity and the 1971 1'r oE.pectors'
list .

STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum

Date December 3, 1970

/ '·

To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman·

From Ro b er t
Subject
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D oy 1 e,

.

, . . t
':y:_r
Aannnis
ra-co.r

t)

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

DeJit.

i

'1 .

. .
B
aine r'1 ining
ureau

Minutes of the November Meeting of tbe Maine Mining Bureau

The N•:::>vember meeting of the Maine ~lining Bu·reau was
held on Tu2sday, November 24, 1970, at 3:00 p.m. in the
Agricultur2 Department conference room.
Attending for the
Bureau wer~:
C. P. Osgood, J. K. K2efe, R. A. Hebert, A. H.
Wilkins, W. R. Adaras, P. Goggins, F. G. Doyle, W. A. Andersen
and John P ~terson, Counsel for the 3ureau. Attending for
King Resou ~ces Company were:
R. A. Schwarz and R. Eckles.
1.

Discus .:oion and Approval of Amen :1ment to Oil and
Gas Se ::tion of the Mining Law
Mr. Pa:erson had previously indLcated that there
was a •1uestion relative to the :i.uthority of the
Bureau in administering the oil and gas rights
in Mai:1e.
Paterson indicated t 1at a brief
addi ti,:::>n to the language would ,3atisfy the
questi,)n.
He submitted a rnemor-rndlli-U defining
the addition.
This was given t) the members for
review.
The Chairman asked for discussion and
after 1 brief conversation, he ,::al led for the
questi ,m.
Mr. Keefe moved to accept the amendment
for s~Jmission to the 105th Legislature.
Mr. Wilkins seconded the motion and a unanimous
vote w1.s cast.

2.

King R•~sources Company--Gulf AL:!a 1
Chairm,=m Osgood asked Mr. Doyle to present to the
Bureau the recent talks he had with the King Company.
Mr. Do:'le stated that three wee \:s ago he had been
approa,::hed by the Company to dL,cuss the possibility
of dropping the Gulf Area 1 acr2age without prejudice
and ge~ting their $365,000 back.
Mr. Doy le urged the Company to reconsid~r dropping
the acreage for several reasons, not the least of
which was the upcoming .Federal Court Case.
It had
first appeared that the Company would drop their

request and in a conversation with Mr. Keefe, i t
was decided to leave·the matter where it stood.
There -,vas anotJ.1er conversation with the Company
where they made the decision to talk with the
Governor and request a meeting of the Mining Bureau.
Company representatives met with Governor Curtis
earlier Tuesday afternoon and requested a Bureau
meetinJ for the same day.
This was done.
There
were questions regarding the authority of the
Bureau to drop the acreage and give the money back.
The Attorney General's office indicated that they
~ould have to review the situation before making
such an advisory to the Bureau.
At this point Mr. Schwarz and ~r. Eckles arrived
at the meeting from the Governcr's office.
Mr. S~1warz presented the Bureau with certain facts
regarding Company activities and their need to get
more r2venue for the Atlantic r:ivision which is
presently in debt.
Schwarz suggested that if the
court ~ase went in favor of the State then land
would Je extremely valuable, much more so than at
present .
It would allow for a larger company to
come i:1 and operate in the area and give the State
the op?ortunity to let out the acreage at more
attractive terw.s to the State, and probably in
smalle:::- parcels.
Mr. Ec cles stated that the Company had completed
all of the work necessary under the license
requir,2rne11ts and they would be in a position to
reques t a renewal, but they would rather drop the
acreag,3 and get their money.
Mr. Anderson questioned the Company on the results
of thelr surveying work, asking if any potentials
had be8n found during 1970. Mr. Eckles indicated
that r~sults of the surveying work would be
avail~Jle to the Bureau in the very near future.
(Mr. Doyle was later advised that this material
would be in our hands by Decemb3r 15.) Mr. Wilkins
felt tllat even if the Bureau has the authority,
they would wish to review all pertinent data and
spend considerable time going ever it before making
a decision.
He asked Mr. Eckles for a time table

-2-

and the latter replied that the Bureau would have
one as soon as possible.
The Chairman indicated to Mr. Schwarz that we would
proce8d to examine the questic•n but that we would
need a letter fro m the Company indicating their
wishes.
The Chairman also directed Mr. Paterson
to examine the question of the Bureau's authority
in the matt e r and to provide en opinion as soon as
possible. Mr. Doyle was to stbmit a formal
memorc1.ndum on the subject to I".r. Paterson ( a copy
of wh ~ch has already been distributed).
There was further brief discussion with Company
repre:;entati ves on the King Ccrnpany activities.
The-Chairman asked if there w2s any further business
and then adjourned the meeting. Adjournment came at 4:50 p.m.
pm

SI'A_1"E OF :tviAINE
lnter~Departmental 1v1emorandum
To
From

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman
Robert G. DoylE,, Administrator

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date

November 2 3..L 19 70

D~t

Maine Mining Bureau

Dept

Maine Mining Bure_a_u_____

Maine Mining Bureau Meeti__n_,________________

There will be an important meeting of the Mining Bureau
at 3:00 p.m. on November 24 in the D~partment of Agriculture
conference Joom.
Discussion at the neeting will be relative
to the King Resources offshore acreaJe,
I urge your attendance.
RGD:pm

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum Date October 16, 1970

)

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman
T0 - -~~-------------

\

Dept. _ _ _M_a_i_n_e_M_i_n_i_n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u_ _ __

\

,_ l

From__Robert G. Doyle, Admini..strator
Subject

Dept. ----'M===a=i=n.::...:e::;___;M=-=-=i=n=-=i=n..::..g"'--=-B-=u;:.::r:..ce:..ca=-u=----

Minutes of the October Meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau

The October meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was
held on Thursday, October 1, 1970, at 10:00 a.m. in the
D.E.D. conference room.
Attending for the Bureau were:
C. P. Osgood, D. L. Wallace, R. A. Hebert, R. G. Doyle,
W. A. Anderson, and John Paterson, Counsel for the Bureau.
1.

Oil and Gas Regulations
Chairman Osgood presented the final draft of the
oil and gas license and tract permit regulations
as amended after the June meeting. Mr. Doyle and
Mr. Anderson had, as per suggestions at the
earlier meeting, checked with other regulatory
agenci,2s to determine an equitable annual tract
fee.
After such review, Mr. Doyle suggested that
a $500.00 tract fee would be reasonable.
This
figure wa~ acceptable to members attending.
Mr. Doyle noted that the only other change to the
regulations was the addition of the hearing
procedures which were to be added by Mr. Paterson
to the last section.
This was done by Mr. Paterson
and was included as part of draft 4.
This addition
was accepted without comment.
The Chairman had requested of Mr. Paterson that
he review the relationship of the King Resources
claim in Gulf Area 1 to see if it could be
fitted into the new regulations. Mr. Paterson
suggested that there be an addition to Regulation 3
which would allow King ResourcE:s to continue under
their present control system but that they would
be required to register as a prospector or
operator with the Bureau.
He had prepared
language which would effect this exception. Mr.
Paters0n £el t that the King Cor,,_i?any had the
equivalent of a contract with the State of Maine
for this offshore acreage and that this contract

would have to be maintained by the State. The
Company has realistically put $330,000 in escrow
which would be a sufficient amount of money to
balance out any permit fees which might be
required under the new system. Mr. Doyle noted
further that under the license to mine system,
the CGLlpany could be required to continue their
exploration program in a workman-like fashion
and, therefore, the end result would be ·the same
in protecting the State's interest.
Mr. Hebert questioned Mr. Paterson very carefully
regarding the drilling, operating and production
controls which are included in the oil and gas
conservation act. Mr. Paterson assured the
Bureau that King and everyone else would be
subject to all of the regulations and controls
which would be imposed under the oil and gas
conservation act to regulate their operations.
The only exception would be in the original
pennitting which would be held under the old
system. He advised that the State would have
absolute control over their operations in any
event.
Mr. Paterson then presented the Bureau with his
thought that there might be a very serious
question as to the present constitutional
authority of the Bureau to iss~e oil and gas
permits. He stated that he felt that the Bureau
might not have authority to allow the industry
to gain permit and access to the State's oil and
gas resources on State land.
There was no question
about the effectiveness and constitutionality of
the conservation part of the law.
It covers
operations on all lands of the State. · As
presently written, however, he feels that there
is a constitutional question regarding the
authority of the Bureau to allow the industry to
explore and extract petroleum products on State
land.
Mr. Paterson stated that he had prepared
material describing this constitutional question
and had submitted it to his superiors in the
AttorLcy General's office for zeview. After
such review, a formal opinion from the office
will be provided the Bureau. If there was a
constitutional question, Mr. Paterson felt that
a few simple changes in the language of the mining
law could be made to correct this situation. He
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advised the Bureau that it would be necessary to
wait for review and formal opinion by the
·
Attorney General's office before he could make a
definite statement.
In the light of the question raised by
Mr. P2!:erson, the Chairman sugs,2sted that no
further action be taken until we hear again from
Mr. Paterson.
Mr. Hebert reiterated his concern about the
conservation control system in oil and gas work
and was reassured that the Bureau did have such
jurisdiction.
2.

Budget Review 1970
Mr. Doyle presented to the membership a fiscal
review sheet which indicated the present balance
set for the Bureau during the first three
quarters of the calendar year 1970.
There was
some discussion about the document and Mr. Doyle
pointed out that this did not relate to the
fiscal system but was merely an informational
sheet to show how and where the Bureau revenue
had come from during 1970. Mr. Hebert asked if
the Bureau income was maintaining a stable annual
amount and Mr. Doyle replied that approximately
$20,000 to $25,000 could be accepted annually
for either a calendar or fiscal basis for the
Bureau.
The Chairman expressed appreciation for
the review and noted that the Bureau appeared to
be in good financial condition.

3.

Review of Activity
Mr. Doyle presented a brief review of activity
on State land and of exploration and mining
activity in general.
There was some discussion
as to the quality and amount of this work and
Mr. Doyle replied that the amount of claim
staking and such work was numerically less but
much more intense in quality and quantity.
The
targets have been well defined and are being
well worked in great detail.

There being no other business, the meeting was
adjourned at 11:20.
pm

ANALYSIS OF MAINE MINING BUREAU REVENUES

Quarter Ending:

Permits

Claims

Fees &
:Rovalties

March 30, 1970
June 30, 1970
September 30, 1970
Totals

45.00
75.00
30.00
150.00

1·, 6 00. O0

16,000.00

500.00
1,150.00
3,250.00

1,000.00
17,000.00

--------

Total
17,645.00
575.00
2,180.00
20,400.00

DESCRIPTION OF CLAIMS IN EFFECT
Com~
Knox Mining
Torcan Exploration
Humble Oil & Ref.
James R. Dunn

No. of Claims
9

10
31
100

James R. Dunn
Humble Oil & Ref .
W. A. Bodwell
Stanley Giles
Norandex
. p. B. Woodward
Humble Oil & Ref.
µumble Oil & Ref.

20
10
21

James W Sewall Co.

11

2

12
3

12
77

) Ct

c:

Locality - Township
Medomak Pond--Waldoboro
First Pond--Blue Hill
T-2 R-5--Lower Enchanted
Meddybemps Lake--Alexander,
Baileyville, Baring
Gardner Lake--Marion & Whiting
Black Pond--T-1 R-17
Eagle Lake--T-16 R-5
Fort Fairfield
T-6 R-7--Appleton
Noyes Pond--Blue Hill
T-3 R-5--(BKPWKR)
Gardner Pond, Pushineer Pond,
Denny Pond, Galilee Pond, Deboullie Pond,
Little Black Ponds, Black Pond--T-15 R-9
Square Lake--T-15 R-6

County
Lincoln
Hancock
Somerset
Washington
Washington
Piscataquis
Aroostook
Aroostook
Somerset
Hancock
Somerset
Aroostook
Aroostook

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum Date October 16, 1970
To

.n

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman
r

/\

'.\I"

From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

j\\

Dept. ___M_a_i_n_e
__r,_li_n_i_n--=gc...._B_u_r_e_a_u_____

I

Dept. __---=-M:.:a:0.:1=:·n:.:. : :e_..c:.iv.: cl1=-·n=i:.::.n:..:g"--=B-=u.:.::r:..:e:..:a=--=u~---

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _' ...::R,.:_;u=-l=e--=o:...:n-=--.,..Q-=u:.:o~r:=_um='--'V'-o=-=t-=i:.::.n=-=g"-.__________________

During the last Mining Bureau meeting, there was some
question as to whether the Bureau could vote and take
action with a quorum of four members present. Mr. Doyle
indicated that such a rule had been passed many years ago and
the Bureau had operated under that rule ever since. However,
since the seriousness of some of the decisions before the Bureau
and the very important changes that have been made under the l::tw
which the Bureau has supported during the last few years, I feel
that it may be worthwhile to restate the rule on quorum action.
I would, therefore, wish to have the Bureau members vote on th2
following rule to be inserted in the record.
Rule:
A quorum must consist of four members of the
Maine Mining Bureau."
11
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STATE OF MAINE
Inter~Departrnental Memorandum

Date

August

Jo, J 970

To ____C=l~a~y~t~o~n=-=-~p~•:..._O=s~g~o~o~d:,_____

Dept. _ _,M. , ,. .a. .i..._n._.e;.__JM.:.u.i..unui
.
....n~g,1--.L.!B..i..11u.r_,_e.....a""'1...._1_ _ _ __

From _ _--=.R:..::o:..::b:..:e:::.;r:::;_;:t__::G:.. .:.:. ._=.D-=o.J.y-=l::.. :e::;..____--,--__

Dept._~M"-'-'-'a'-"i'-'n_..,e"'"-M........,i..._n..._i__.n.....,g~.....B'-'-u~r....,e...,a...._u,..__ _ __

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-~M:..::a::.:i::.:n:-=.e::::_~M:..::i::.;n~1::.:·n:.=g__::B:::...:u::.,r!:...e=ac..!::u~S~c:::.h~e~d~u"-'l~e==-----------------

I have been waiting on the Attorney General's office
for a review of the escrow agreement between King Resources
Company and the State of Naine which was requested at
our June meeting. The Attorney General's office has
been quite busy and he has not yet completed his review.
There has been nothing of great importance to call a
meeting for so I have waited patiently. There are a few
items now which will require a meeting within the next
few weeks. I will prod the Attorney General this week
and see if we can get the work out.
You will have received a copy of the memorandum to
Mr. Hebert regarding acquisition of the vehicle to
replace the pick-up. We have approval from Purchases
Department to go ahead and purchase the vehicle.
pm

STATE OF MAINE
Inter~Departmental Memorandum

vY

To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

From

Robert G. Doyle, Administratoit

D a t e ~ ~ 7 ~ 0_ _

D~t

Maine Mining Bureau

D~t

Maine Mining Bureau

Subject _ _ _ _::..:M=i=n"-'u=-t=e-=s:.._.::o~f=---=t=h=-=e"-----'Je<..u==n=e'----"-m""e=-e=-=t=i=n:-ag,__o~f~t=h=e~M=-=-=a=i=-=n..:.ce~M~i=n=i=n=g-=B~u=r~e=-a=u~-----

The June meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held on
Wednesday June 3, 1970 at 9:00 A.M. in the D.E.D. conference
room.
Attending for the Bureau were: C. P. Osgood, Chairman;
J. Lupsha, Forestry; R. L. Dow, Sea and Shore Fisheries; D. Locke,
Fish and Game; W. Adams, Environmental Improvement Commission;
R. G. Doyle, State Geologist; W. A. Anderson, Assistant State
Geologist; J. Paterson, Attorney General's Office was in attendance.
1.

Oil and Gas Regulations
At the Chairman's request, Mr. Doyle indicated the final
changes which had been made after the April meeting, and in
consultation with Mr. Paterson.
Since there were only two
substantive changes, the review was done quickly.
In Regulation 5 an "E" and in Regulation 6 a "D" was
added in the April meeting.
These two changes were noted and
accepted.
Mr. Paterson agreed to complete the last page where
standard hearing code language would be added.
Most of the discussion centered around Paragraph I of
Regulation 2 - The annual fee for each tract. Both Mr. Doyle
and Mr. Anderson indicated that this was a difficult figure
to arrive ·at.
Mr. Doyle,stated in answer to a• question from Mr. Adams,
that it has been to encourage investigation for mineral resources
on State l~nd, keeping initial costs and fees low; and receiving
more money from royalties "on the back end". Mr. Adams noted
that this should be our directive in this case also.
The Chairman then directed Mr. Doyle and Mr. Paterson to
get an industry and various State commission's consensus on a
fee structure for the kind of target area we have in the Gulf.
Also to see how the escrow payment system would work with the
new legislation.

2.

Bureau Budget 1970-71

Mr. Doyle submitted the proposed Mining Bureau budget for
the coming fiscal year, discussing several items for the members.
There is little change in this year's budget. A vehicle, the

.l:'ctge

-: u 1,e minutes cor.

L.

~d:

1965 International pickup, will be replaced as soon as
possible. Travel, maintenance of vehicles and personal
services will be only slightly changed. The Bureau members
reviewed the budget and voted unanimously for acceptance of
the budget. Mr. Doyle will submit it to the Budget Office
as soon as possible. Mr. Doyle noted also that air conditioning
units for the Survey-Bureau offices would be available soon.
Approximately $500.00 will be needed for three (3) units.
The
Bureau approved purchase of the units.
;.1t

There was no other business and the meeting was adjourned
11:25 A.M.

STf\.TE OF }AAil'-JE
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Maine Mining Burenu
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From Robert G.
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The regular monthly meeting of the Maine Mining
Bureau will be held on June 3, 1970, at 9:00 o'clock in
the Depcirtment of Economic Development Conference Room.
The agenda is as follows:

pm

Subject 1.

Review and discussion of the latest
draft of the oil and gas regulations.
(Please note that we are now operating
under the legislctive authorization
to issue permits and collect fees.)
I have been working with John Paterson
to get ~his ~r~~+ prap~ra~.

Subject 2.

Review of the Mining Bureau budget
for 1970-71 fiscal year.
(Copy of
the budget is enclosed.)

STATE OF MAINE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT COMMISSION
AUGUSTA, MAINE

04330

April 22, 1970

TO:

Robert Doyle, State Geologist, Department of
Economic Development

FROM:

t·Jilliam R. Ada1~ 1 Director, Environmental Improvement
Commission

SUBJECT:

Maine Mining Bureau Meeting - April 9, 1970

I am sorry that I was unable to attend the last meeting
of the Maine Mining Bureau but neither my secretary nor I were
able to locate a notification of the meeting.
I understand that you discussed the regulations for oil
and gas exploration. Mr. lJilliam Hinckley, who attended in my
place, did not receive a copy and I would appreciate it if you
would send me a set at your convenience.
1

~!RA/ cl

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Merr ~:andurn Date April
1

21-L_ 1970

To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

Dept. _ _M_a_1_·_n_e_M_1_·n_i_n-g,.__B_u_r_e_a_u_ _ _ __

From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Dept. _ _M_a_i_n_e_M_1_·_n_i_n~g,__B_u_r_e_a_u_ _ __

Subject

Minutes o'~ the April Meeting of the Ma.ine Mining Bureau

, The April meeting of the Maire Mining Bureau was
held on Thursday, April 9, in the Department of Economic
Developrr.ent' s Conference Room.
Tb.e meeting started at
10~00 o'clock and was adjourned at 11:40 a.m.
Subject 1.

The Request for FundiDg of the Publication by
the Bureau.

Mr. Doyle requested that the Bureau consider the
possible funding of a publication of geologic mapping and
surficia:i. materials research in the Chamberlain Lake area.
The field work has been completed and is ready for public~tion.
The area includes many of the larger and more import·ant water bodies in the State as v·ell as several mineral
prospectE which appear on State land and State waters.
A
section c,f the work also concerns surf icial materials which
would be necessary if the State pJans any development in
the Allagash waterways system.
The Department of Economic Development has spent
approximately $25,000, Mr. Doyle indicated, on the basic
mapping ~nd research.
Since this research will contribute
to the programming of mineral exp]oration and basic resources
development in the area it is felt that the Bureau could
justifiably make a contribution for the publication of this
information.
The ~hairman and members of the Bureau questioned

Mr. Doyle very closely on the kind of work that had been
done, the direct application to Bureau activities and the
sort of information which would be made available.
Mr. Bond was particularly interested in the basic work that
had been done in the area which was included.
The chairman
made a very strong point about the relation of this work to
the future of mineral exploration on State lands in the
area.
Mr. Doyle indicated that several companies have
shown an interest in the area and that this would be a
valuable contribution for the industry.
He also noted that
because of the geologic history of the area that there

would most probably be no mineral exploration in the direct
area of the Allagash waterway.
Mr. Hebert stated that he had examined the proposal
very cloEely and in agreement with the Commissioner noted
that the Department of Economic Development was in full
support of the request.

Mr. Bond called for the question and after some
further discussion,the Bureau voted unanimously to approve
the transfer of $3,750.00 from the Bureau reserve fund to
the Department for partial payment of the publication of
this bulletin. This money would be in addition to the
reg,ular amount of money which the 'Bureau has made availabh~
to the D8partment for support of Bureau activities.
Subject 2.

The Oil and Gas Regulations Discussion.

In Regulation 2, on suggestion of counsel, the words
on page 2, line 3, have been changed from 'an application
processir:g' to 'an annual' . . . :_,.;-::, -~r< ·
In Regulation 3i~~~-'~h~·· ·~~d of the first paragraph,
we have 2daed the fo lowing sentence: The permittee shall
be allowed to renew the tracts 1,J,~"'~t upon satisfact··
ory compliance of all regulations and evidence of completion of his assessment requirement.
In Fegulation 3, first paragraph on page 4, a change
has been made after discussion with Bureau members relativH
to a cash payment for assessment ¼ork not completed during
any cale~dar year. This change is as follows: The
permittee may satisfy the requirement for assessment work
by submitting a cash payment for any balance of assessment
work not c9mpleted during the calendar year on his permit
tract.
This money will be deposited with the Oil and Gas
Fund.
In R3gulation 5 there is added a statement 1 E 1 • This
statement was requested by Mr. Dow and after some discussion
it was agreed that it shall be included.
E. A description
of the methods proposed to be employed by the permittee to
prevent ,1 ■P· damages to marine resources~:.. ,,..,_( _µ,•·• .•.-,~--------·,r"f
Also in Regulation 5 in the sentence after new
sentence 'E', the number of days has been changed to read
'and within 30 days'.
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At the request, in part, of Mr. Dow and after discussion of Bureau members, a statement 'D', with further
changes, has been added in Regulation 6.
This addition is
as follows:
D.
In the process of developing regulations
for oil and gas exploration, the Bureau will provide othe~
resource agencies which have rela':ed statutory ~±cr-:5_
i~ this area the o p ~ o r t u n ~ ~ w and comment upon such
oil and gas regulations ... wh'c~. ·
·
:...IL.iiii!C!!lillticall.' ltllit at:2d
t~mG.:te:l!!ggE: ::1 1111itUll!llliPT?'.?!:??~
'There was some discussion as to the complete review
of these regulations with the Attorney General's office.
Mr. Doyle and Mr. Paterson will be meeting prior to the
Mai meeting of the Bureau, to review the regulations and
the changes included above.
It is highly probable that
Mr. Doyle will be meeting with me~bers of the Bureau before
the May meeting to review the results of the discussion
with Mr. Paterson.

In Regulation 2 there is still to be decided upon the
amount required as a fee for a permit on each tract.
Mr. Doyle indicated to the chairman that he would investigate this problem and would request Mr. Anderson, the
Assistant State Geologist, to discuss the point in Houston.
where he will be attending an oil technology meeting.
Mr. Doyle indicated further that he hoped to clarify it
further before the May meeting. Mr. Doyle noted also that
he had met with the King Resourcef, Company executives and
technical people on two occasions and discussed the regulations with them and other oil companies.
He indicated
further that he had discussed the regulations with the
Regulation Division of the American Petroleum Industry for
a review.
There is general agreement that the proposed
regulations are adequate and fair.
Mr. Hinckley, representing the Environmental
Improveme~t Commission, discussed with Bureau members the
role of E.I.C. relative to the Site Selection bill and its
effect on our deliberations. Mr. Hinckley indicated that
his Department was still in the process of examining their
position under the new law and that in all probability the
discus sio1.1s with Dr. Koons and Mr. Adams would be fruitful.
Since the time of the meeting Mr. Doyle has made arrangements
for a meeting with E.I.C., the Attorney General's office and
himself to review this matter.
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Subject 3.

Coastal State Organization.

Mr. Doyle requested of the chairman that the Bureau
consider the possible contribution of $500 for membership
i'.n the Coastal States Organi zatiOl!..
The C. S. O. is a brand
new.nation-wide organization of coastal states with the
objective of assisting the various coastal states and the
federal government in development of marine resources
positions.
~r. Doyle stated that he represented the Governor and
the State of Maine at the organization meeting of the
C.S.O. and he had indicated to the Governor that the State
sho~ld join the organization. The Governor has agreed
that this would be a good idea and steps should be taken
to apply for membership. There is a requirement of a
$500 assessment from each state for 1970 in order to join
the Coastal States Organization. Allan Pease, Governor
Curtis' Administrative Assistant, had asked if Mr. Doyle
would present to the Bureau a req~est that they make
this contribution.
There was considerable discussion among the members
of the Bureau as to the relationship of c.s.o. to the
Bureau activities.
It was pointed out that the Bureau has
jurisdiction over mineral activity in the near and offshore
areas of the coast and that activities relative to federal
legislation and our mutual boundaries did give the Bureau a
direct relationship to the C.S.O. It was pointed out,
however, that many other state agencies in Maine have an
equally important responsibility in the coastal and offshore
areas and that these agencies should have an opportunity
to relate with the new organization. After more discussion
by Bureau members, Mr. Bond presented a motion for consideration.
This motion was reviewed by the chairman and a vote
was called for.
The v~te which was taken was en the following motion:
The Bureau will consider being a contributing agency to the
Coastal States Organization ~rovided other agencies which
would benefit from the organization will take positive
action on the contribution in concert with the Bureau. The
Bureau vob3d unanimously for this motion; and the chairman
requested that Mr. Doyle transmit the Bureau's feelings to
the Governor's office.
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Subject 4.

The Position of the Chairman to the ~ureau.

Mr. Osgood noted that the revised mining law which
was passed by the Regular Session of the 104th Legislature
has inadvertently eliminated thos2 words which directed the
Bureau to organize with a chairman.
In order to clarify
the position of the chairman with this new wording, Mr.
Osg9od requested an opinion on March 16 of the Attorney
General's office. This opinion was returned to Mr. Osgood
ori March :!5. A copy of that opinion is appended to this
memo~andum.
The opinion indicated that the Bureau may
continue in its present form.
, As administrator of the Bureau, Mr. Doyle requested,
therefore, that the Bureau once again vote on the question
of a chairman.
There was a unanimous choice for continuiug
Mr. Osgood in the office of chairman and a vote was thus
recorded.
Noting the second paragraph of the Attorney
General's memorandum this vote includes the fact that the
chairman is authorized to sign on behalf of the Bureau on
certain occasions.
There being no other business the meeting was
adjourned ~t 11:40 a.m.
pm
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STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental }11emorandu1n
To
From

March 25_, 1970

Date

C • P • Os good, Dir ec tor , Div .
Dept. _ __,A:1c0'd-_,...1..r....,_i...1.c.JJ.i..1l.1...1..t..u11...J.r..s:e::........_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Consumer Protection
John E • Quinn, Assistant
Dept. _ __:A:..::....::.t-=t_o-=r---'n---=-e.,__y--'G=-e=-n__;_e_r_a_l______

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----'------~---

The question as posed in your letter of March 16 would
appear to be: Does 10 M.R.S.A. § 2101, in its amended form,
allow the present chairman of the Maine Mining Bureau to
continue in office? In my opinion, the language of section
2101 would permit the continuation in office of the present
bureau chairman. The bureau is free to embody whatever reasonable system of self-governing rules it may wish unless itr;
enactment language directs otherwise. Where section 2101
is silent in this respect, I would assume that the bureau may
continue its p3.st procedure of electing u. ..... hu_;_.1.Tita.1.1.
It would appear., however., that., under the recent amendmer.ts
the state geologist will henceforth be required to perform
certain duties previously assigned to the bureau secretary;
at least with respect to maintaining records of the meetings
and activities of the bureau. As an added precaution., you
might wish to record at the next meeting of the bureau a vote
by the members to the effect that the chairman is authorized
to sign on behalf of the bureau on certain occasions .
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To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chainnan

From

l c:;·--t· G.
I ',O.),.J_

Subject __ _

Doyle, Aciminis~rntor

DcJ>t. ______ Maine

r.j in inc; nure:c1u

________A_Lril .M2etin9 o:C the Maine flinincr ___ Bure;:rn

I would Like to call a rneetin9 of the Maine M5.ning
Bureau t(, be held, Wedrwsday, Ap1.il 8, 1970, at 10:00 a.rn.
in .,the Dc!part.mc'nt. of Economic Development's Confer<2nce
Room.
'J,he agenda for the meeting v_i 11 be as follows:

pm

(1)

Publication of the gcoicgy and engineering
aspects of Munsungun, Churchill and
Chamberlain and possible contributions by
the Maine Mining Bureau. (See attached memo.)

(2)

Review of second draft ~f the proposed
oil and gas regulations. (See e11closed
memo II)

(3)

The start up of Maine Mlning· Commission
activities and the legi3lative subcoromittee
on surficial mining.

MJ:i"lO

To

Bureau

Clay ton P. O~ogood, Ch.:-,irrnzi.n

Robc~rt G. DoyJ.c, l\clministral:.or
From ________________________________
_
SHbject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

J\~aine J-,Jinir1g Bureau
----------

ChemberJ.ajn Lake Publication

Since 1962 the Maine Geologjcal Survey has supported
a totaJ. spectrum geological stucl_y of an aJea in nort.hern
Maine emtracing all or parts of the Telos-ChamberJ.ainChurchill-·Eagle Lake chain.
The senior worker in this
project i ~- Dr. Bradford A. Ha11 cf the Department of Gc:oloc ,-y
at Orono.
The v7ork includes Dr. H3.11' s dissertation and
five yearc'· of post-doctoral study.
This work is now
completed at a cost to the Maine Geological Survey of
approximc•t:ely $25,000.
'The results of the study provide
basic infon,EJtion on the::: bedrock, surficial and mineral
deposits of the area, with the war~ concentrated in and
around the lake areas.
:' All of the manuscript materiQl, maps, charts and
tables he ve been submitted by Dr. Hall and we are preparin(,
to publish the material.
This is the largest and most
comprehen:c,ive study ever consider,~d for publication by
this offj_ce.
In terms of informai:_ion regarding mineral
deposits, water flow and quality, sand and gravel deposits
and the general nature of the env: ronment, this \vill be a
major scientific contribution.
The:re are a large number of ~~tate lots in the area
at least two of which, appear to have some copper rninerali-zation thereon.
Approximately one-third of the area is
underlain by lakes over which the State has domain.
Becau;e
of the cl~se relationship between the objectives of the
Mining Bureau and the Survey in tl· is particular part of th('
State, I feel well justified in requesting of the Bureau
that we c::msider underwriting a gc·odly share of the cost
of this publication.
rrhis will be a full color mar publication with perhu.p:,
200 pages of text and a large number of charts and table:::s.
I believe that the Bureau has a s~ake in this program
and' that there is every reason to assist in printing of apublj.cation on the area.
I am, therefore, requesting that
the Burea,_1 consider allotting from unexpended reserve the
amount of $3,750.
'l'otal. cost of publication is approximately
$5,100.
'rhis will give us .a 1,000 or 1,500 publicat.ion ru11,
with the Geological Survey making up the difference.
I have reviewed this request wi t.h the Commissioner and
have his full support.
I have al:30 c1i~;cussec1 i t with the
Chairman and at lea~,t one member of the Bureau.
I v:i11 be
avc1.:i.L::d.::ilc fo1~ any COfftitlCT1 l::::o yc,u \·,Ji c;h to rn:::kc pr:ic,r to our
mr.::~et.ing.

To
tJi_ n ·j_11CJ

From

J3UJ~C.CLU

Oil 2nd Gas Re9ulations Redraft
Subject - - - - - ----------------

I am enclosing the new draft of the oil anc1 gas reguJations with the suggestions coverei by our March 3 meeting.
We have settled on a $200 apJlication fee and have
removed the paragraph relative to employees.
Concerning Regulation 2, I w:n1ld recommend that the
Bureau h:i.ve some serious discussion about the processing
fee for each tract.
Our original discussion on March 3
in-dicatc·d $500 to $1500 per tract.
I hope that, in conce1;:,
the Bureau can redefine this figure.
We have also put in
the words 'oil and gas' in the la~; t sentence of Regulation 2.
We note j\,1r. Adams' comment that tl1e regulations deal with oil
and gas only, but feel that the aJded emphasis may be
worthwhile in a public review.
I1dustry people have no ccr@cnt
to make ~n the incertion.
In i\egula tion 3 we are lea vi 1g in the $ 2 0 depo·s it
and have tightened up paragraph 3 of Regulation 3.
A new
paragrap:1 has been added to Regul :ition 3 indicating that the
Bureau can accept cash for a.ssoss nent work not complet<:;d
during a.:1y ca1enc1ar year.
Reg 1lations 4 ar).d 5 seem to )e acceptable.
I am stiLi_
in consu.1- tation with 'the Attorney General's Office in
regard to Regulation 6 although i l: would appear that v-le
seem to 1)e .in good shape there.
_!lore comments will come
at the t:.me of our meeting.

pm

lntcr--Departrnental 1v1ernol'::mchnT1
Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman
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Maine Mining Bureau

Minutes of the March Meeting of the Mining Bureari
--------

------------

The March meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was
held on i1.,irch 3, 1970, in the Dcpc rtment of Economic
Developmc~nt I s Conference room.
Attending for the Bureau:
c=ayton P. Osgood, Robert
L. Dow, Lyndon H. Bond, Austin H. Wilkins, William R.
Adams, 11.ichard A. Hebert, Walter 1,. Anderson and Robert G.
Doyle.
1.

Proposed set of regulatic,ns for issuance
of oil and gas permits.

_The Chairman called the meet~ng to order at 9:10 a.m.
for_.-a rev:;_ew of some proposed oil and gas regulations
relative to the issuance and collecting of fees for
permits ,:,_nd leases.
Mr. Doyle described how it hce1 become necessary to
amend thE oil and gas section of ihe Maine Mining Law to
cover thE issuance of exploration and development permits
and.leases.
Copy of that amendmert, passed by the 104th
Leg is latt re, may be referred to ir,. the agenda material
for this meeting.
These regulaticns, if approved by the
Bureau, take effect spmetime in Mc:y of 1970 after the
90--day waiting period· following pc ssage of the a,.'11endrnent.
Mr. DoylE indicated that the review, this morning, of
these regulations was merely to prepare the Bureau for
their eventual final review in the Spring. No official
action could be taken until then.
Mr. Doyle also indicated that the regulations had been prepared with the
assistanca of the Attorney GeneraJ. 1 s office, members of
the industry and other interested parties, as well as
staff members.
The general philosophy of the regulations, involved
an effort to get companies to explore for oil and gas
wi tho-ut burdening such companies v'i th high permit and
exploration costs.
The royalty oc leases is a completely
open decision and at that time th£ State would derive
benefit if production is found.

Mr. Doyle tlH::m began reviev,1 of the regulations
concerned with prospecting and licensing.
Under Regulation 1 there was some discussion about
the fee for registration and whether or not it was
necessary. A fee of $200 seemed co be reasonable.
The
sentence regarding registration certificates for employee ..:;
was questioned at some length; there did not seem to be a
good reason for an additional registration. This will be
reviewed at length and 1 through suggestions of several
memb~rs, probably be deleted.
It was also suggested that
the iegistration run on a calendar basis rather than one
year from date of issue.
The Cha:i.rman questioned
Mr.-4oyle at length regarding the rights of prospecting
under this registration.
There has been no definition
of such rights except in Regulations 4 and 5 where some
of the rights and obligations are explained.
Summarizing the suggested change in Regulation 1, a
fee of $200 will be charged only ~o the prospecting
person and cover all his employees.
The registration
shall be valid during a calendar year and renewed on the
same basis. Probably the last sentence in Regulation l
will be deleted.
The rights and obligations for a
registered prospector will be exp~ained in subsequent
sections.
Regulation 2. Mr. Doyle exp~ained the size of
each tract as approximately 100,000 acres. Mr. Anderson
indicated that the exact amount would be between 86,000
and· 96,000 acres. Mr. Doyle suggE!sted that a possible
exploration processing fee of $500 to $1500 would be
reasonable for each tract.
This umount will be discussed
in subsequent meetings. Mr. Dow questioned the last
sentence in Regulatioh 2.
He won&ered if it would effect
permits siven by the Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries
in previous years for algae growtr. There was considerabl~
discussion by the members v1hether or not possible competin,;
industries would be protected. M1. Doyle noted that the
shrimp industry and the oil indust;ry in Louisiana worked
and lived side·by side within the three-mile State
jurisdiction limit. There are 25;000 operating oil wells
in that jurisdiction; which also jncludes one of the
largest fisheries in the world.
Compatibility is, therefo 1::-e 1
possible if well regulated and controlled. Mr. Doyle
sug~ested that the word 'minerar be inserted after the
word 'existing' in the first sentence of the legislation.
Mr. Dow suggested that instead of the word 'mineral', that
'oil and gas' be inserted.
It was noted, however, by

Mr. Adams that the entire set of regulations dealt only
with oil and gas and that,therefore, no additional
restricting language was necessary. Mr. Doyle then
suggested that he discuss the point with industry people
which he represented and that we £eview the language at a
later meeting.
Regulation 3.
Mr. Doyle poi 11ted out that the
exploration assessment costs could be, in part, paid
directly into the Bureau, if the total amount had not been
expended on the ground.
The Bureau might consider
accepting such cash payments into the oil and gas fund
if all mc,ney is not spent on actual work.
He noted
that thi~; is a common practice in the oil industry.
This
subject vrill be revi·ewed at a later meeting.
'1,he Bureau
seemed to be in favor of such a practice.
It was suggestel
by the Chairman that the industry may wish to comment on
this idea at a future date.
Mr. Wilkins questioned the
requirement for a 20% deposit on the exploration expenditure asking if this was not a burden to th~ industries.
It was suggested to Mr. Doy le that the permi ttee 'mi<Jht be
re~uired to' instead of 'shall deposit' the 20% amount.
Mr. Anderson indicated that this 20% deposit was a common
practjce.
SPvPrr1l of the Bureau me!flbers felt that it
placed tc,o much judgment on the Bureau and after discussio: 1,
Mr. Wilkins withdrew his suggestion.
The last part of Regulation 1 includes a standard
forfeiture clause.
Regvlation 4. Mr. Dow questioned the amount of time
in which information should be ke~t confidential, terming
it, perhops excessive.
Mr. Doyle and Mr. Anderson said
that this was the standard practice all over the world and
acceptable to both the regulation agencies and the industr. 1 •
There was considerable discussion of this Regulation which
provides the Bureau with the control over regulation work
and any subsequent work on permit tracts.
Mr. Dow asked
the term of uncontrolled release c,f oil and gas
which was clarified by Mr. Andersc,n and Mr. Doyle.
Mr. Adams pointed out that there vas a prohibition about·
oil and gas escaping in the Environmental Improvement
Commission laws.
Mr. Doyle furthc,r indicated that much
of the languuge in Regulation 5 hctd been prepared by the
Att9rney General's office and gave the Bureau good control
over all activity.
Regulation 6.
We discussed briefly.
In April a
section will be included in a subsequent draft after
discussion with the Attorney General's office.
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2.

Mr. Doyle submitted a schedule on income
and expenditures for cal~ndar year 1969
and noted that income had been $19,000
caning mostly from royalty payments on
leases.
The balance shc2t was accepted
by the Bureau and the m~eting was adjourned
by the Chairman at 11:05,

Just prior to adjournment tlw Chairman admonished
the secretary to provide at least a two week notice
prioi to any subsequent meetings.
He noted that there
had been very little notice to the~ members before this
rneeJ.ing.
Mr. Doyle agreed to gi V(; al least two weeks
noti~e tc any subsequent meeting.
pm

.. 4--

lntcr-·Departrnental lv1cmorandu1n

Date- Fcbr1 1 : 1 ry_j G ._ 19 7 o

To

From

Robert G.

Doyle, 1-\ornini ,; t.rator

The First Meeting in 1970 of the Maine M.:i.ni1yr Bureau

Su/Jjcct _ __

The first meeting i11 1970 of the Maine Mining Bureau
will be held on Tuesday, March 3, at 9:00 a.m. in the
Departmcn-: of Economic Devclopment 1 s Conference room.
Agernla:

(1)

Review and discussjon of proposed oil and
gas permit regulations.

(2)

Review of the budget tr2nsfer system as
it relates to the Bureau and the Department.

(3)

Any other business that the members wish
to consider.

The 11eeting should not last rr,ore than an hour and a
half.
pm

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrato~

Subject

✓

Amendment to Dec.

t

Date---------

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

1969 Minutes

In brief discussion, Mr. Doyle indicated to the Bureau that
the Attorney General's Office has decided that the Bureau, under
Sec. 2155 of the Law, ·does • not have specific authority to issue
permits and collect fees under the oil and gas act. This will
be corrected at the Special Session of the Legislature. Until
such time as this new amendment and subsequent regulations are
set, King Resources Co. will have to be held under the 1969
License to Mine. The Bureau acknowledged this situation without
comment.

STA'TE OF }AAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum
Cla,,ton
P._ _Osgood,
Ch
a_
irman
_...::..I_ _ _ _
__;:;___ _ _
_
_ _ __
To _ _
From

Robert G.

Doyle, Administrator

Date-D~ ,;:: e mber 23. 19 69

Dept. _ _IY_Ia_i_n_e_IY_l_i_n_i_n_c_,_f_B_u_r:_-e_a_u_ _ _ __
Depc. _ _M_a_i_n_e_~_,1_i_n_j__n__,_g_B_u_r_e_a_u_ _ _ __

Minutes of the December Meeting of the Mining Bureau

S11bjecc

The ~ecember mee ting of the Maine Minirig Bureau was
held on Dr ,cember 16, 19 6 9, in the Department of Economic
Developmei.t's conference room at 11):00 a.m.
Attending for the Bureau:
Clayton P. Osgood 1 Raeburn
W. MacDon3.ld, Robert E. Foye, Richard A. Hebert, Dana E.
Wallace,· James K. Keefe and Robert G. Doyle.

1.

Disc 1ssion of fiscal and administration relationship between the Bureau and the Department of
Economic Development.
The Ch .lirrnan opened the
meet:.ng by stating:

'l\;c i;reGks p:;:-i0r to this r,Lt28 i.:.i_n'::l r i•1L • Duy le c.li::; C.L ii.Juted budgEtary material to the members.
The subject of
this mate: :ial was a series of sugg f! stions and factual
data of hew,. at present 1 the Burean-D.E.D. is related and
how· i t mis ht better be.
It had be,m suggested that the
present Bl.reau fiscal arrangement Has awk,,iard, costly to
the Department of Economic Dev~lo01ent and under constant
pressure f ram the Budget Office.
.ii.. more acceptable method
would be to devise a reasonable esi:imated cost of operations' buc get for the Bureau.
Thi:; budget could be then
submitted as a contract to the Depctrtment of Economic
Developmert for operations of the Rureau.
Thus there
could be fiscal and accounting con-,.rol through the established line organization of the Department of Economic
Development's regular expenditures . and minor administrative decisions would be handled b y the larger agency. All
major decisions and policy would be held withiri the Bureau
as is the case at present.

These . comments were follow e d by a general discussion
and questions by members of the Bureau.
Mr. Wallace noted
that the new ·system would certainl~ provide a much better
way of operating the Bureau.

Mr. Doyle was questioned about the present system,
how activities were reported and what method was used
for accounting.
Doyle described these activities and
added comments expanding the Chairman's remarks.
Mr. Keefe, at the request oft-he Chairman, indicated
the feelin,Js of the Department in support of the new
fiscal pro :edures.
He explained that the Department gave
considerable support to the Bureau through the Science
and Technology Division.
During the past year, there
were frequ~nt intervals when Division activities were
more than 75% of Bureau work.
Keefe encourages the work
but feels that tighter control of how Bureau work is done
within hi~ Department is absol'utely necessary. Budget
Office pressures have really increased to make a more
definiti~~ administrative control of the Bureau.
1

With no further discussion, th2 Chairman asked the
Bureau for consideration of a new fiscal policy. Mr.
MacDonald moved that the Bureau adopt the suggested
contractual fiscal budget and administrated for the
Bureau (se2 previous agenda for det~ils), and accept an
annual contract of approximately $22,000 for the fiscal
year.
~his motion was seconded by ~r. Wallace and Mr.
Holt.
Thece was no further discussion.
The Chairman
called for a vote which was unanimous to approve the
motion.

2.

King :{esources Co. seismic surveying activity

Mr. Alderson described briefly the surveying work
done by K.·{.C.
A more lengthy discussion will be given
at a subsequent meeting. Mr. Doyle replied to a question
by the Cha.~rman that this work woul:l. satisfy the License
requiremen: for 1969.

3.

Future meeting

Mr. Osgood asked that if possible another meeting be
held befor~ New Years to review license and claim
·
renewals.
The meeting was adjourned at 11:50 a.m.
pm

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum

From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Date

December 13, 1968

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

D~t.

Maine Mining Bureau

Subject _ __.D""'o"'-=c-=u=m.:..::e"-'n'-'-t=s-.=:f'---"o'--'r~R=ec...:v...::.i=--=e:::..:w'-'------------------------------

The~e are enclosed with this memo the frillowing documents:

1.
2.
3.

4.

Maine Mineral Land Conservation Act
Oil and Gas Conservation and Development Control Act
License to Mine No. 7, First Renewal
Maine Mining Lease No. 6 to Northeast Peat Moss Inc.

We will be acting on some of these instruments at our•. meeting on
December 17. A few comments for your consideration follow:
It has been suggested that a few changes be made in the Finds and
and Purposes Section of the Maine Mineral Conservation Act.
We will be discussing to some length what to do regarding the · sand
and gravel pit situation. A representative from the Highway Department
will be present at the Bureau meeting.
We will have to determine the minimum and maximum size of bond on
a per acre and on a total operation basis.
The oil and gas regulations go in to you without much comment
excepting re-inclusion of certain features regarding the transportation
of crude oil and gas. We reckon with responsibility from either a
crude oil tanker or a crude oil pipeline crossing on or beneath the
territorial waters of the State and on into any refining or storage
operations.
The Bureau's responsibility would stop at the producing
end of the refining unit or storage facility.
Mr. Fuller has defined a license renewal for King Resources Co.
to cover calendar year 1969. At the request of the company I have
made two minor changes which make no real difference in the sense of
the document. The company excepts the license renewal as reasonable.
Also completed by Mr. Fuller and presumably now signed by Northeast Peat Moss is Mine Lease No. 6.
If the lease is approved by the
Bureau it will be signed by the Chairman.
It has been suggested that the Bureau prepare a brief statement
to be used by Governor Curtis at his December 18 Press Conference.
I will appreciate comments and suggestions on this matter.
I have not as yet
Bureau or the drafting
would be advisable for
ro submission of these
bw

contacted anyone outside of the Maine Mining
committees in regard to these documents, it
the Bureau to consider any outside review prior
papers into the Legislative process.

STi\ T'E OF lviAINE
lnter~Departmental 1v1emorandum

Date December 3 I

l9 69

Tu

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

Dept. __M_a_i_n_e_"_M_i_n~i_1_1gc.____B_u_r_e_a_"'_u_ _ _ __

From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Dept. _ _M_a_i_r_1e__
M_i_n_i_·n_g_B_u__r_e_a_u_ __

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _D_e_c_e_mber

Meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau

The December meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau will be held
on Tuesday, December 16 at 10 a.rn. in the Department of Economic
Development Photo Lab.
Afgenda:

(1)

Consideration of fiscal changeE in the Bureau Program
as it relates to the Department of Economic Development:
There is enclosed, with this notice of
meeting, a memorandum concernecl. with a plan for a
contractual fiscal arrangement between the Department
and the Bureau.
This memorandtm has been reviewed
by the Chairman and it is his ~ope that after each
member has had an opportunity t.o review the material
that some action might be taker at this meeting.

(2)

Any other pressing business:

It will probably be necessary to have another meeting just
before the end of the month to go over the legislation in the
form of omissions amendi-uent for the Special Session.
If we have
time at this meeting, we can bring the subject up.
Copies of the
amendment will be distributed as soon as I receive them from
Mr. Fuller.
The Chairman urgently requests your attendance at this
meeting.
pm

MINING BUREAU RELATIONSHIP

The coEt of operation of the Mi.1ing Bureau has been
borne as an unlisted item by the Depo.rtment of Economic
Development.

Since 19 5 7, when the B; ,reau was reorganized,

until a few years ago, this was neitt.er time-consuming nor
costly.

Now, however, with increase(". mining activity and

the off shore programs starting up, 3:3% of the time and
facilities of the Mineral Resources l1ivision staff is
committed to Bureau activities.

New legislation directed

the Departm2nt of Economic Developmert to provide administrative and fis~al assistance to the Bu1eau.
The most effective way of adjusting this overbalanced
budget-time 3chedule is to have the Bureau contact, formally,
with the Dep::1.rtment of Economic Development for the services
require,d for Bureau management.

AftE r a careful examination

of the costs-salaries, supplies, overhead, travel, accounting
assistant, etcetera, attributable to Bureau work, the
Department would advise the Bureau of the required funds.
These m~ney requests and accompanying explanations would be
reviewed and voted upon by the Bureau.

A request for

transfer of funds then would be submitted to Mr. Williams
and the Governor and Council.

The Commissioner, if he

receives approval for these funds, would be responsible.for
disbursement for effective operation of the Bureau.
Table J shows the anticipated CJsts .of operation for
the conuning year of the Bureau.

These figures are based on

actual experiences from time and act·.vi ties reports, budget
reports and inventory statements.

E::arnples from the activities

reports of the Division members are included as an appendix.
Approximately 30% of Division staff time is required for
Bureau work.

From the fiscal record:~, we note an additional

$4,000 is s:i;:ent on directly related nureau travel.

At least

5% of the acministrative and account.i.ng sections of the
Department 90 into Bureau related wo:*.

This was especially

trying during the past year when the Department of Economic
Development received a 15% cutback i11 funds and personnel.
Contractual employees, drafting services, vehicle repairs
and maintenance make up the bulk oft.he remaining cost
figures in table I.
A few words about publication costs and needs:

The

supplementary material with this report describes the
relatively inseparable nature of the Bureau and Division of
Mineral Resources.

Part of the responsibility of the

Geological Survey is the publication and dissemination of
technical information.

In many instances, the area being

described is partly state land, and often the information has
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relevance for economic evaluation and interest in state and
coastal lands.

Thus, a legitimate part of the dual responsi-

bility of this operation is to have support for publication
of strictly technical reports, including legal and statutory
data.
We will have available at the nnxt Bureau meeting all
pertinent records of activities and ·;he budget of the total
operation.

Prior to that meeting, m(~mbers of the Department

will be pleased to discuss the situation with Bureau members.
The paragraphs below will provi!le a description and
discussion of the basic roles of the Bureau and Department
and how the agencies interrelate.
Since its inception, the Maine c;eological Survey has
devoted the major portion of its budqet to a basic geologic
mapping effort in the State of Maine.

This involves a

systematic and quantitative descriptj_on of the geologic
environment in this State.

The uses of these basic data are

varied and manifold and serve many irlterests in Maine geology,
whether it be in the area of economics, conservation or pure
science.

In the past, the Maine Geological Survey had also

supported a number of geological efforts directed specifically
towards the exploration of base metal sulphides in this
State and v;a.s instrumental in activating the multi-million.
dollar exploratory program currently underway in Maine.
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· Due to the complexity of Maine geology and the necessity
of quality, and at least several field seasons, the Maine
Geological Survey selects their workers on a doctoral or
post-doctoral basis.

These researchers are usually well

established in their profession and are not without contacts
in . the academic, federal and industr:.al community.

Their

activities are closely followed by m:_ning interests which
would utili:;:e their data for directi:1g exploratory efforts,
staking claims and acquiring leases.
In addition to dispensing infon1ation, there is that
which the Maine Geological Survey acquires from its field
personnel on the activities and whereabouts of mining and
- related inbirests.

.rt is this funct ·_on which allows the

office of the State Geologist to ass ::_gn priori ties and
emphasis in his personal liaison witi1 mining . interests, and
allows an economy of time and money on in-state travel.
Since it is also the purpose of the Maine Mining Bureau
to administer, regulate and control 11atural resource conservation as it relates to mineral development, it must again
rely on the measurement and data which the Maine Geological
.Survey and its workers have acquired in the field. .

The

Department of Economic Development is supporting the Maine
Geological Survey in several coastal environmental studies
which are situated in localities where ore bodies might be
developed.

These data will furnish much of the necessary
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background for effectively monitoring any mining activity.
The Maine Geological Survey has als6 made an extensive effort
to acquire and place on file the results of geochemical
survey and other systematic measurements carried out in this
State by industry, federal, academic and state institutions.
It is recognized that these data, whjle imported in locating
ore bodies,. are also invaluable in fl •r nishing background
information on the local environment and will facilitate
monitoring programs · in potential min:·_ng areas.
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'l'IME

COST
OR SALARY

PERCENT
TIME

COST
APPLICATION

$1S,876

30%

$ 4,763

10 . 665

30%

3,199

Office Manager:

7 . 020

30%

2,106

Secretary

4,110

30%

1,233

Department Accountant

10 036

5%

5()2

Administration

13 520

5%

676

DESCRIPTION:
State Geologist
Assistant State Geologist

Draftsman

9 698

5% ·

435

Secretarial

6 750

8%

540

Administration Costs
(Overhead & Capital)
Supplies

Estimated

(Exp 3rience 19 67-68)

Capital Equipment

1,000
Estimated

Maintenance
(Experience 1967-68)

2,000
510

Booklet Costs
Marden Building Rent
(1500 sq. ft.)

8)0

1,500
2,160

Travel Expense (Experience)

15%

316
2~100

Total:

$21,730

November 6, 1969

Dr. E. Donaldson Koons
Department of Geology
Colby College
Waterville, Maine
Dear Dr. Koons:
Mr. Doyle has asked me to inform you
that I• ..... Raeburn W•· MacDonald very rarely
attends the Mining Bureau meetings and he
believes that an active part should be
taken: therefor~'- woulu you lease authori~e
a new representib-'l:rom the Envirom11ental
Improvement Commission to attend the r-· ine
f.tlning Bureau meetir_gs.

Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Patricia L. Morton
Secretary
pm

MINING BUREAU RELATIONSHIP

The cost of operation of the Mining Bureau has been
borne as ~n unlisted item by the Department of Economic
Development.

Since 1957, when the Bureau was reorganized,

until a few years ago, this was nei t~ ter time-consuming nor
costly.

Now, however, with increase1 ( mining activity and

the offshore programs starting up, 3!% of the time and
facilities of the Mineral Resources llivision staff is
committed to Bureau activities.

New legislation directed

the Department of Economic Developmer.t to provide administrative and fiscal assistance to the Bu1 ·eau.
The most effective way of adjusting this overbalanced
budget-time schedule is to have the Bureau contract, formally,
with the Department of Economic Development for the services
required for Bureau management.

After a careful examination

of the costs--salaries, supplies, overhead, travel, accounting
assistance, etcetera,-- attributable to Bureau work, the
Department would advise the Bureau of the required funds.
These money requests and accompanying explanations would
be reviewed by the Bureau.

A request for tranifer of funds

then could be submitted to the Gove~nor and Council.

I

I

Table I shows the anticipated costs o.f operation for
the coming year of the Bureau.

These figures are based on

actual experiences from time and activities reports, budget
reports and inventory statements.

Examples from the activities

reports of the Division members are included as an appendix.
Approximately 30% of Division staff time is required for
Bureau work.

From the fiscal record ·, we note an additional

$4,000 is Sf ent on directly related :3ureau travel.

At least

5% of the a(~inistrative and accounting sections of the
Department so into Bureau related wo~k.
This was especially trying duri:1g the past year when
the DepartmE'. nt of Economic Developme:1t received a 10. 7%
cutback in funds and personnel.

Con-:ractual employees,

drafting services, vehicle repiirs and maintenance make up
the bulk of the remaining cost figures in table I.
A few words about publication costs and needs:

The

supplementary material with this report describes the relatively
inseparable nature of the Bureau and Division of Mineral Reso1rces.
Part of the responsibility of the Geological Survey is the
p~~lication and dissemination of technical information.
In many instances, the area being described is -partly
State land, and often the - information has relevance for
economic evaluation and interest in state and coastal lands.
Thus, a legitimate part of the dual responsibility of this
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operation is to have support for publication of strictly
technical reports, including legal and statut6ry data.
We will have available at the next Bureau meeting all
pertinent records of activities and the budget of the total
operation.

Prior to that meeting, members of the Department

will be pleased to discuss the situation with Bureau members.
The paragraphs below will provide a description and
discussion of the basic roles of the Bureau and Department
and how the agenciei interrelate.
Since its inception, the Maine (;eological Survey has
devoted the major portion of its bud<Jet to a basic geologic
mapping effort in the State of Maine .

This involves a

systematic and quantitative descript:.on of the geologic
environment in this State.

The uses of these basic data are

varied and manifold and serve many interests in . Maine geology,
whether it be in the area of economics, conservation or pure
science.
In the past, the Maine Geological Survey had also
supported a number of geological efforts directed specifically
towards the exploration of base metal sulphides in this
State and was instrumental in activating the multi-million
dollar exploratory program currently underway in Maine.
Due tc the complexity of Maine geology and the necessity
of quality, and at least several field seasons, the Maine
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Geological Survey selects their workers on a doctoral or
post-doctoral basis.

These researchers are usually well

established in their profession and are not without contacts
in the academic, federal and industrial community.

Their

activities are closely followed by mining interests which
would utilize their data for directing exploratory efforts,
staking cla:i..ms and acquiring leases.
In add.tion to dispensing information, there is that
which the M, line Geological Survey acquires from its field
0

personnel

0;1

the activities and wherabouts of mining and

related intEirests.

It is this function which allows the

office of tlte State Geologist to assign priorities and
emphasis in his personal liaison with mining interests, and
allows an economy of time and money on in-state travel.
Since it is also the purpose of the Maine Mining Bureau
to administer, regulate and control natural resource conservation as it relates to mineral development, it must again
rely on the measurement and data which the Maine Geological
Survey and its workers have acquired in the field.
The Department of Economic Development is supporting
the Maine Geological Survey in several coastal environmental
studies which are situated in localities where ore bodies
might be dE7eloped.
These data will furnish much of the necessary background
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for effectively monitoring and mining activity.
'·

The Maine Geological Survey has also made an extensive
effort to acquire and place on file the results of geochemical
survey and other systematic measurements carried out in this
State.by industry, federal, academic and State institutions.
It is recognized that these data, while important in locating
ore bodies, are also invaluable in furnishing background
information on the local environment and will facilitate
monitoring programs-"in potential mining areas.
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To
From

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman__
Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

SHbject _ _ _ _

Dctit. ___Main_e Mining__Burea.~l~l_ _ __
Dept. ___M_a_i_·1_1_e_M_1i_1_1i_·_n~cr,~B_u_r_e_a_u_ _ __

Minutes of the October Meeting of the Mining Bureau

The October meeting of the Mining Bureau was held on
October 20 1 1969 1 in Mr. Doyle's office, Department of
Economic Development, at 2:00 p.m.
Attending for the Bureau:
Clayton P. Osgood, Lyndon H.
Bond, Robert L. Dow 1 Richard A. Hebert, P. Andrew Nixon,
W~lter A. Arderson and Robert G. Doyle.
1.

King Resources Company Application

The King Resources Company has applied for approval from
the Bureau to conduct geophysical surveying in Gulf Area I .
. Mr. Doyle rE.ported that a sparker survey and magnetic
readings will constitute most of the work. Mr. Doyle also
reported that Mr. Fuller (from the Attorney General's Office)
has reviewed the request and has. no questions regarding the
fulfillment by K.R.C. of the requirements in License to
Mine No. 7 on exploration activity.
With this type of work, there is no possibility for
damage to the fishery; and the surveying will not penetrate
the ocean bottom. Mr. Doyle commented that Geological Survey
personnel would be on board the surve~ ship during the work
time to observe operations.
Mr. Dow questioned the exact typf~ of devices to be
employed and the specific areas to be covered.
There was a
general discussion of the subject; and the Chairman called
for questions.
Mr. Bond moved and Mr. Dow seconded that the
Bureau approve the request 6f K.R.C. to conduct explorations
in six months as described in the correspondence from the
Company.
The motion was voted unanimously to approve.
2.

General Discussion of State Activity

At the request of the Chairman, there was a review of
the legal and agency work related to the Claim of the State
to the 100-mile limit in the offshore area.

Mr. Doyle explained that the U.S. Solicitor General is
presently considering how to approach the case of the United
States vs. the 13 coastal states. We will either be enjoined
as a group or in 13 individual cases.
A decision will be
reached in the near future.
Mr. Fuller will be able to
provide a complete briefing at our next meetirig.
3.

Discussion of Bureau fiscal Policy

Mr. Osgood reported that he had discussed the future of
Bureau budgets, as they relate to the new D.E.D. laws (see
memo dated October 7, 1969) with Mr. Keefe, Mr. Hebert,
Mr. Wilkins and others.
The consensus of opinion was that
the D.E.D., through the Mineral Resources Division, should
prepare information on the amount of time spent for Bureau
activity, including personnel, travel, office use, capital
equipment and salary time.
This would be submitted to the
Bureau for review, and if satisfactory, be approved by vote.
The D.E.D. would then be contracted from the Bureau to perforu
"administrative and fiscal assistance" for the Maine Mining
Bureau on the arrangement reached.
Funds would then be
-transferred, with Governor and Council approval, from the
Bureau to the D.E.D. for this administrative work.
Mr. Osgood said that he wished merely to direct the
attention on the subject to Bureau members who might not have
been involved in the earlier discussions.
No formal action
will be taken until the. Bureau members have received and
are able to review the budget material. At that time a
meeting will be called to discuss the idea.
Mr. Dow and Mr. Bond questioned t..he Chairman and
Administrator carefully, especially concerning the justification for funding of the D.E.D. for Bureau work.
Mr. Nixon and
Mr. Doyle participated in the conversations describing more
closely the Bureau-D.E.D. relationship.
Mr~ Osgood asked for a .vote from the members present if
they were willing for the Bureau to explore this course of
action.
The vote was unanimous in favor of such a move.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:40 p.m.
pm
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Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

Dept. ___
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Robert G. Doyle, Administrator
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The letter from Dr. Frederickson outlines a program of
investigation for Gulf Area 1 which they plan to execute
within the very near future. The Attorney General's Office
has cleared the Bureau and the Company to proceed with
exploration plans based on the license which was issued in
January.
(A copy of that opinion is also enclosed herein.)
The present surveying work will be done during the next few
months.
·
Starting very soon the Company wishes to employ a
sparker seismic instrument which will be used for the geophysical work. This type of surveying has absolutely no affect on
the environment. Both seismic and magnetic studies can be
done without hindering or harming the other resources. I
would suggest that we approve the exploration plan and
authorize the Company to proceed. Both Walter Anderson and
I will be working with the surveying crew and will, of ·course,
be reporting to Bureau members as the project proceeds. In
order_ that we might allow the Company to proceed as soon as
possible, I would like to have any reaction from each member
for a Bureau meeting on Monday, October 20, 2:00 P.M., in the
Photo Lab.
I will be pleased to discuss this in person with you
anytime during the week.
pm
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Date

Sep tember 5, 1969

Clayton
Chairman
To _ _ _
_ _ _ _P.
__ Osgood,
_____
_ _ __

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Robert
G._ _
Doyle,
A&ninistrator
From _ _
____
____
_ _ _ _ __

De/Jt.

Maine Mining Bureau

Mining Bureau activities during the month of August

Subject-------,----------------------·-------------

=================================- .
Early in August I attended a meeting with the Governor
and Corrnnissioner at the U. S. State · Department where we ·
discussed Canadian oil lease locations close to the Washington
County coast.
Meetings i·-1 ere held with the Humble Minerals I Department
people both in the field and the office. Part of the
discussions related to new legislation and public lot activity.
Mapping work and field inspection visits, part of which
was related to State land in the offshore, were continued.
Assistance was given to oil companies attempting to
develop facilities along our coast.
This obligation seems to
be cutting across the Bureau and Division lines and, therefore,
will be reported as part of Bureau activity.
Travel requirements and the possibility of consulta~t•s fees ~re part of
this obligation and additional funds will be brought from
reserve to keep abreast of this situation.
pm

Copies of this memo went to:
Commissioner Keefe
Walter Anderson
Ronald Green
Robert Fuller
Allan Peace
Ronald Speers
Austin Wilkins
Raeburn MacDonald
and a COURTESY DISTRI~UTION to:
Charles Boothby
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Robert G. Doyle, Amninistrator
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With the Legislature adjourning early in July, much of
the first few days of the month were spent trying to assess
the effects of new legislation.
(Discussions in the Mining
Bureau minutes may be referred to for this assessment.)
With the summer field season beginning, the Division
staff people, working both under Bureau and Division responsibilities, began the series of field mapping inspection trips,
mining exploration visits arid geologic mapping work both on
private and State lands.
·
Geologic work in the near offshore was begun, and studies
on the Machiasport, Portland and Searsport areas were undertaken.
More work in the Rockland area, both by staff geologists
and contractual people, will hopefully assist mining activity
in Knox County.
There was a Conservation Committee meeting at Harborside
attended by various members of the Bureau.
An earlier memo ·randum describes this meeting
detail.

in

The upcoming Supreme Court case regarding offshore oil
rights required several Mining Bureau meetings.
pm

Copies of this memo went to:
Commissioner Keefe
Walter Anderson
Ronald Green
Robert Fuller
Allan Peace
.Ronald Speers
Austin Wilkins
Raeburn MacDonald
and a COURTESY DISTRIBUTION to:
Charles Boothby
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Robert Go

Doyl e , Administrator
De/Jt.
Maine Minin g Bur_e_a_L_1_ _ __
Review of Bureau activities for the
third and fourth quarter of the 1.968 =•1969 fisc a l year

SHbject

January
Almost the entire month of January was spent on two
principal activitiesa
The more pressing of which was final
drafting, discussions and minor amendments to four pieces of
legislation concerned with Mining Bureau activity for conservation
of mined land areas.
In addition, the annual reports, summaries
and renewal of permits for mining work on State land was attended
to.
This necessitated office and field work~ visiting some of
the areas where activity was going on.
All members of the Division staff were involved in
legislation work, meeting with both legislators and representa.
tives of the Governor's Office
0

The Mining Bureau meeting was held on Friday, January 10)
so that the Bureau could examine the legislation before it was
· submitted.
Also during January, s-0me time was spent with the Attorney
General's Office going over both mining legislation and a
License to Mine for King Resources Company.
I visited the office
of Northeast Peat Company in Boston.
Several of us worked on the Knox Mining Company Pier Project
trying to give them assistance with piping the ore from the
Union Nickel Corporation.

us.

The problem of who owns claim rights
Field visits were made to Jackman

in T4~R7

is still with

0

February
During the month of February I began discussions with the
legislators regarding the passage of the mining conservation
legislation.
We prepared plans for the type of presentation that
would be made to the Natural Resources Committee when the bills
came up for hearing.
I had conversations, as well) with the
Associated Contractors of Maine regarding this legislation.
Several of us continued discussions with EDA and the Knox
- Mining Company regarding the project for Nick e l concentrate
shipments.

I took time out to attend the a nnual me e ting of the Americ a n
Institute of Minin g Engineers in Wa shington t a lking with minin g
companies and v a rious mining people concerning our projects in
Maine,
King Resources presented further plan s for their activiti e s
and with the Co mmissioner we all met fu the Governor's Office.
The Mining Bureau met a g ain in February and tu r n e d most of
its attention to legislation.
We also initiated a discussion
concerning a cooperative program for coastal data study with the
Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries .

March
We continued our work for the Legislature on conservation
bills.
I met with a group of timberland owners and discussed
ideas and made final plans for the hearings.
During the second
week of the month I was in Toronto attending the Projects and
Developers Association meeting.
Part of those meetings were with
Blackhawk and Noranda discussing their activities on certain
State lands.
We made a concrete proposal to Sea and Shore Fisheries
· regarding the meta~ content data acquisition project.
As the month progresse~ the involvement with conservation
legislation became more intense and everyone in the Division spent
time on this project.
We continued discussions with King'Resources Company about
the legal status of our offshore rights and other engineering
activities.
Our hearing on the conservation legislation took
place in April.

April
Our hearings on the conservation legislation took place
during this month.and follow-up discussions with legislators
carried through to the middle of the month.
King Resources Company
took some of our time discussing their offshore activities.
I
made several trips to examine activities on public lots in
northern Maine.
With Austin Wilkins I discussed changing the location of a
public lot in Big Squaw Mountain Township to facilitate improvement of the Squa w Mountain skiing facility.

I visited New York to meet with the Humble Minerals
Department people to discuss their activities in .Northern
Maine.
Both Togue Pond and Jackman areas werB visited,
In
office routine I began a report to be presented at the American
State Geologists meeting where a discussion panel of federal
agency people reviewed new ideas regarding offshore ownership
of mineral rights,
The Maine Mining Bureau met and discussed legislation
and activities by King Resources Company and proposed work by
Northeast Peat Mines in Washington County.

MAY

The last hearing, that on the oil and gas bill, was
attended by Division staff members.
There was some discussion
at the hearing whether or not all transport of oil and gas
in the offshore areas included oil coming in from foreign
forces should be subject to regulations by the Mining Bureau,
Since this is the responsibility of the Water Improvement
Commission, under present and future legislation, we suggest · ed that it was unnecessary to include it in Mining Bureau
activity.
During the second week of May I was in Tucson, Arizona
attending the Association ;f American State Geologists' meeting
and also stopped in Denver to visit King Resources Company's
office.
·
The Maine Mining Bureau had its May meeting on May 19 with
particular discussion of the transfer of the public lot in Big
Squaw Mountain Township.

I worked with Donaldson Koons on the oil and gas law preparing
for a second hearing, and continued discussions with legislators
regarding conservation legislation,

JUNE
The Bureau activity during the early part of June included
discussions on the development of deep water harbors and mineral
deposits related to that near shore area.
I had meetings in
Boston and New York on this subject,
· Legislation -matters and the problems of King Resources Company
in the near shore &rea took a large part of the Bureau's and Division
staff people's time.
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This memo will serve to review the discussion at Harborside
that took place on Friday, July 18, at 1:00 P.M. in the Callahan
Mining Company office. Mr. Osgood, Mr. Bond, Mr. Doyle, and Mr.
Charles Boot_h by of the Soil and Water Conservation Servic::e
represented the State and the Maine Mining Bureau. Also in
attendance were representatives of the D~partment of Sea and
Shore Fisheries and the Federal Fisheries Bureau. Three towrr
selectmen of Brookville and members of the State Pla.nning Board
were at the meeting. Mr. Sne~d and Mr. Malcolm represented the
Company. The meeting was called at the request of Mr. Snead io
begin explanatory t~lks on the plans for restoration of the State
owned land related to the mining operation. Three principal
points were discussed:
1. The possibility of a fund up to $30r000 to be contributed to
equally by the three .parties involved - the Bureau, the Company,
and the town.
2.
The preparation of reclamation plans for restbration of the
area.

3.
The relationship of the various State and Federal agencies
whi~h feel concern about type and quality of restorati6n.

There was considerable discussion on all three of these
points, most important of which was the fact that the Town
offices would need to have some sort of definate plan to
present to the voters of the town before there could be a
chance of getting the warrant passed, contributing to the
reclamati6n fun~.
This point brought more discu~sion and
possible planning ideas.
It was recommended that the State
Park Commission be approached to see if a Park planner could
make some specific recommendations of possible post-operation
use of the property. Mr. Charles Se~ell of the Brookville
Planning Board will also approach E.D.A. to see if a planning
_grant could be obtained.
The parties involved will work at these ends and hopefully
come together again in October to see where things have
progressed.
·
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The Jul y meeti n g of the Maine Mi n i ng Bureau will be held at
Harborside to look over the recent work of Callahan Mining Company.
Agenda for th e meeting is as follo ws:
De part fro m the State Office Building at 9:00 A. M., ijednesday,
Jul y 26.
Arrive at Harborside about 11:00, spending an hour or hour
and a h alf loo k ing over the property.
r · would suggest wearing
older clothes and shoes.
· ·
We will have a luncheon meeting to discuss the operation and
any o th er b usiness which comes before the Bureau.
Luncheon
will be provided by Callahan.
The Sec r etary wishes to advise the Bureau of a request that
has b e en made b y Dr. Roland Beers, President of the Kno x Mining
Company in Union.
Second quarter budget will also be sub mitted at this time.

I e x pect that we will be able to d e part from Harborside around
2 : 00 or 2:15, arriving in Augusta around 4:00 P.M~
RGD:gb
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1967
Income Statement
For Quarter Ending June 30

Prcs?ectors Permits:

New
Renewals
Income

3
6.00

Claims:
Ne•d

Renewa ls
I:-1con1e

1
38
78.00

s~~~o~al - Inco~e o n
Claims and Permits

84.00

Licenses to Mine:
i\J e~vJ
Re1.:er..:,1 als

Leases:
Current
Income from Royalties
Subtotal - Income on
Lic2nses and Leases
TOTAL GROSS INCOME

:? _1rchases
0

Expense Accounts
Gene ral Operating
TOTA.I, EXPENSES
TOTP..L NET INCOI:-rn OR LOSS

84.00

3 3.90
225.09
238.59
49 7.58
( 41 3.58)

ST'A1'E OF MAINE
Inter~ Departmental Memorandu1n Date_J_u_l_y.,____2_4_--c---To_~C_l_a~y~t_o_n_P_._O_s_g~o_o_d_~,_C_h_a_i_·_rm_a_n_
From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Dept. Maine Mining Bureau
D~t Maine Mining Bureau

SuWcct _ _ _June Meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau

-- After several delays and cancellations, the Maine Mining Bureau
met on Monday, June 30, at 10:00 in the D.E.D. Photo Lab. ~ttending
for the Bureau were Clayton Osgood, Austin Wilkins, James K. Keefe,
Lyndon Bond, Robert ·· Doyle, Walter Anderson and Mr. Green were also
in attendance.
·
1.
Proposed Budget 1969 - 1970. Mr. Doyle reviewed the budget for
1969-70, which included additional capital items: travel, salaries,
and basic research programs related to mining and pollution control.
A copy of the budget is enclosed with this memo. There was some
discussion of th~ budget, especially in regard to the various programs in research which are being undertaken.
These were _explained
by Mr. Osgood and Mr. Anderson ind shortly thereafter the budget was
approved.

2.
Results of Action by the Legislature. The various bills which
were passed by the _Legislature were reviewed and commented upon.
The Bureau had submitted four bills, two of which were passed. A
third bill, concerned with mined land conservation, was passed but
_in other form than that prepared by the Bureau. No sand and gravel
legislation was passed. Mr. Doyle anticipated that there was little
chance during this session to pass an appropriation for an additional
geologist t6 handle oil and gas problems. The subject will be raised
· at the Special Session.
3.
Oil and Gas Activity. Mr. Anderson reviewed some of the recent
development by Canadian companies in dil lease blocks of the Maine
coast.
Canadian company permits have been issued by Ottawa government for areas eight miles off the coast of the central Washington
coast.
The Goveinor will be apprised of this matter in the n~ar
future.
King Resources Company has requested permission to do
geophysical work in Gulf Area I.
As soon as Mr. Fuller returns from
· military leave an opinion will be rendered in this regard.
4.
Callahan Rehabilitation Program. Mr. Doyle reported that
Callahan is proceeding with rehabilitation projects at their
Harborside properti. The Bureau wiil visit the ~roperty as soon
as possible to examine this progress and report back to the
Governor's office. A meeting will be scheduled ~or sometime in July.
5. Maine Sediment Study in the St. George River. The Bureau was
asked to approve funding of a three month study of the quality and
distribution of Maine sediment in the St: George River estuary at
Warren. Mr. Doyle stated that this program is necessary for a
better understanding of how the e~fluerit load was distributed in
the estuary . Mr. Doyle indicated further that he did not think
there was any conflict with existing programs. This is entirely a
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geologic research project.
Copies of the proposal will be
distributed to the members of the Maine Mining Bureau before a
contract is signed.
The meeting was adjourned at 11:40 A.M.
bd

The purpoae of L.D,. 448 ia to 1uake the Maine Mining Lav

more effective in the adminiatration of mining activitiea on
land over which the State b.aa juriadiction.

The powera and

duties of the Bureau are more clearly defined, and the additional reaponaibilitiea brought on by oil and gas leaaing and
the accelerated pace of metal mining are recognized.,
Referring to the bill Section by Section, several signi-

ficant revisions and addition.a have been made.

It is important

that theae changes and the reasons for them are clarified for
the Committee.

Section 2101, Eatabliahment: note that the Department of
State baa been replaced by the Department of Sea and Shore
Fisheries aa a member of the Bureau.

The increasing i,,,portance

of uiarine reaourcea development makea thia change imperative,.
The jurisdiction of the Bureau on both on and offahore
State held land ia emphasized ..

Finally, in Section 2101, the Bureau is i.r1povered to make
regt1lationa concerning aafety and C?P.•~.rY,'~t.io~.

Section 2101 A indicates the purpoaea of the Bureau: to
9_ey,elo2 the mineral resource• on and off shore and to regulate

the conaervation
••t
....... of thoae reeourcea.
___,_,.

•

111111

Section 2101 B providea for le al definitiona on which the
law is baaed.,

Sections 2102 through 2108 have been reviaed or updated
to make it more efficient to ad.minister the law.

These sections

deal apecifically with proape,ctiM on State owned land and do

not deal with offshore prospecting*
The schedule

C)f

fees ia changed to provide funds for sd.-

10inistration of the Law.
Claim staking regulations are clarified to make it easier
for the prospector to do the uecesaary ubuay vork 11 of staking~

The amount of asse,ament work reQuired is reduced from
$500 to $100.

The reductio11 brings the. State, of Maine Mining

Law into balance with asaeaament work requirements of other

atatea and Canadian Provinces-

Thie entire group of changes does not really alter the
t

intent
....
, ...

•1

It

d

I

•

•• I

of the statutes, they sirnply ;.1.1al,ce it easier to live under.,

Section 2109 gives the State control over ~~.f:Wat.~.i: ,!f1inin&
in both lakes and the oce.an bottom where the title to the sub-

•urface plant i• in state.

L.D$ 448 deal• specifically with

bard minerals, in other words, everything except oil. and gas
and coal.

An additional L.D..

• 1074 -

is being submitted

under the Maine Mining Bureau which will impc,wer the Bureau to
administer and re,rulate oil and
areaal'

as activities in the off ahore
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I want to emphasize that this bill represents the necessary
control law for four mining subchapters, including the. off shore
oil and gas law.

It establishes the Bureau and impowers it

with specific responsibilities. - L.D. 448 may be considered
as Subchapter 1.

Subchapter 2 and 3, (L.D. 658 and 1024) which

you will be hearing today, are concerned with mine conservation
and safety.

Subchapter 4, which will be heard at a later date.

as L.D. 1074 is concerned with the Bureau administration of
oil and gas regulations.

These four subchapters thL1s constitute

the mining control system for the State of Maine.

COMMENT ON L.D. 472
1)

General
If mining is properly regulated, it can be an impo r tant
factor in the Maine economy.
L.D. 472 represents perhaps too strong ·a reaction to a past
problem.

The industry has no more or less effect on the

environment than the tanning industry o r our potato pro~

cessing plants;yet, no one suggests that th~
shut down,

,.,....,

-

~~

should be

(see Section 2201, page 2).

The question should be not whether the industry shall be
allowed to operate, but under what conditions and regulation should it be allowed to operate ~d .. prosper.
2)

Section 2203
Proliferation of agencies is indicated in L.D. 472.

t\~

.

.

The

.

.
M" .
Maine
1n1ng Bureau exists ; it is experience d an d repre-

sents the independent viewpoints of the leading conservation and development agencies, even though the agencies

L.Do 472 gives research and demonstration functions to a
new Maine Mining Commission which can overlap presently
funded activities of the Maine Geological Survey and the
Maine Mining Bureau.

Additional expense, duplication of

effort and the lag time to give these . new people the

-2experience already available in the existing agencies.
3)

Section 2206
The annual permit system.
~

t

-A-p'Oi--i~ y-a:e t errn1nation- sh~-l:¼±-<:l:--

~-\...,:~l~~--A-

t

~

~(!__

~

if the encu uragernent of a properly regulated
I\

~~---

minerals industry is a worthy objective of the legislature,

,~

then isn I t ...iz inconsistent to pass L.Da 472, a biH corn(/\..

?

pelling the industry to operate on a year to year basis ~
What responsible mining operator is corning in and spend
up to millions . of dollars in exploration and development
costs when there is no guarantee that a newly organized
and as yet inexperienced commission will allow him at
best to operate on a yearly basis.
It seerns · to make more sense administratively to encourage
mineral development under continuing regulations with no
artificially imposed cut - off dates.

~

But - ~ ~ proper

staffing and supervision, the Mining Bureau will make sure

~-h\\,-.

IJ

0IJ

0

t

that compliance is accomplished.

"

4)

Section 2210
It is not logical or engineering-wise to tie your regulatory agency to a single set of reclamation methods for
all types of land and all types of mining in the State.
The agency should be given intelligent, logical flexibility.

L.D. 658 does this.

L.D. 472 would be too 1 .n1.
{:; µ 503"
s.¾_._l;,....,Lll ~ .,. &'..x..;
confining to affect good reclarnationa
In L.Do 658 there

is a reclamation plan concept which would allow for
rehabilitation tailored to the land and the operationa

SA- L
\J~

.

-35)

Section 2211
This represents over-regulation, leaving the agency no
flexibility to adjuEt to each land area involved.
A mining operation in northwest Somerset County does
not present the same set of problems as does a mine in
Knox County.

Don't tie : the hands of your administrators

by over-regulating.
6)

Section 2216
This is not consistent with encouraging growth of a well
regulated mining industry.

If a law requires immediate

conformity to the statute at time of effective date,
including prior operations, some difficulties are presented.
There are companies which have operated quarries for genera~":.

tionso

~

' :,

I>

To comply with LoDo 472 would require thousands of
(\

yar ds of new material from only one source - another hole.
It would also require an obligation fo r a new operator
in an old area to spend large sums of money before he
could begin to operate on his own mine.
The Committee should consider the impact that #2216 will
have on the 20 million dollar minerals industry in the
State.
~

7)

..:, , \

'-<.J

~

~ l

. ,v-z·

Conclusion
Minig g companies are interested in coming to Maine.

They

represent an industry which can contribute to the State's
economy.

-4Regulation is desirable to insure that their operations
will carry forward in a way which won't affect the future
"multiple use concept" in Maine.
It is certain that the regulation of mining activity to
preserve our natural heritage is a subject of proper
concern for this Legislature; it is eqq ally important that
the regulatory legislation should exercise the police
. I- coor ct·inate d programo
power o f t h e State in

,,

bills before youa

You have three

I am s .ure there will be a temptation

to pick and choose from each; but in this there is a
danger that the final result will not represent a coherent
body of legislation.

Amendment and substitution should

be carefully scrutinized to insure they are harmonious
to ·,:the bill to which they relate o
If the industry is of benefit to Maine, with effective
regulations, don't make the statute so burdensome that
the continuation or expansion is too difficult with a
heavy handed set of regulationso - Look at L.Do 472 with
this thought in mindo

COl1MENT ON LoD. 472
1)

General
If mining is properly regulated, it can be an important
factor in the Maine economyo
L.Do 472 represents perhaps too strong a reaction to a past
problem.

The industry has no more or less effect on the

environment than the tanning industry or our potato processing plants; yet, no one suggests that these industries
should be shut down,

(see Section 2201, page 2).

The question should be not whether the industry shall be
allowed to operate, but under what conditions and regulation should it be allowed to operate and prosper.
2)

Section 2203
Proliferation of agencies is indicated in L.D. 472.

The

Maine Mining Bureau already exists; it is experienced and
represents the independent viewpoints of the leading conservation and development agencies; even though the agencies
representatives' only operate on a part-time basis; the
Bureau has a full time administrator, or like the only
other major State conservation agency, the Water and Air
Environmental Improvement Commission - This Commission is
seeking a full time administrator from this Legislature!
Mining Bureau has had one for four years.
thousand

Given s eventeen

dollars a year we can do the job with L.D. 6580

Lund wants $37 M for first biennium!'
$46 M for second biennium!

See L.D. 1141 - also

-2LoDo 472 gives research and demonstration functions to a
new Maine Mining Commission which can overlap presently
funded activities of the Maine Geological Survey and the
Maine Mining Bureauo

Additional expense, duplication of

effort and the lag time to give these new people the
experience already available in the existing agencieso
3)

Section 2206
The annual permit system.

If the policy determination is

made that encouragement of a properly regulated minerals
industry is a worthy objective of the Legislature, then
isn't this section inconsistent in compelling the industry
to operate on a year to year basis?
What responsible mining operator is corning in and spend
up to millions of dollars in exploration and development
costs when there is no guarantee that a newly organized
and as yet inexperienced commission will allow him at
best to operate on a yearly basiso
It seems to make more sense administratively to encourage
mineral development under continuing regulations with no
artificially imposed cut-off dates.

But with proper

staffing and supervision, the Mining Bureau will make sure
that compliance with such regulations is accornplishedo
4)

Section 2210
It is not logical or engineering-wise to tie your regulatory agency to a single set of reclamation methods for all

- 3- .
types of land and all types of mining in the State.
The agency should be given intelligent, logical flexibility.

L.D. 658 does this.

L.Do 472 would be too con-

fining to affect good reclamationo
for all State.

One set of standards

In LoDa 658 there is a reclamation plan

concept which would allow for rehabilitation tailored to
the land and the operation.
5)

Section 2211
This represents over-regulation, leaving the agency no
flexibility to adjust to each land area involved.

A mining

operation in northwest Somerset County does not present the
same set of problems as does a mine in Knox Countya

Don't

tie the hands of your administrators by over-regulating .
6)

Section 2216
This is not consistent with encouraging growth of a well
regulated mining industry.

If a law requires immediate

conformity to the statute at time of effective date, including prior operations, some difficulties are presented.
There are companies which have operated quarries for generations.

To comply with this section of L.D. 472 would require

thousands of yards of new material from only one source another hole a

It would also require an obligation for a

new operator in an old area to spend large sums of money
before he could begin to operate on his own mine.
The Committee should consider the impact that #2216 will
have on the 20 million dollar minerals industry in the

--4-

State.

No doubt the industry will have its own thoughts

on this regardo
7)

Conclusion
Mining companies are interested in coming to Maine.

They

represent an industry which can contribute to the State's
economy.
Regulation is desirable to insure that their operations
will carry forward in a way which won't affect the future
"multiple use concept" in Maine o
It is certain that the regulation of mining activity to
preserve our natural heritage is a subject of proper concern
for this Legislature; it is equally important that the
regulatory legislation should exercise the police power of
the State in a coordinated prograrno
before you.

You have three bills

I am sure there will be a temptation to pick

and choose from each; but in this there is a danger that
the final result will not represent a coherent body of
legislationo

Amendment and substitution should be care-

fully scrutinized to insure they are harmonious to the
bill to which they relateo
If the industry is of benefit to Maine, with effective
regulations, don't make the statute so burdensome that
the continuation or expansion is too difficult with a
heavy handed set of regulationso - Look at LoDo 472 with
this thought in mindo

STATE OF MAINE

WATER AND AIR ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT COMMISSION
AUGUSTA, MAINE

04330

July 15, 1969

TO:

Rob
i

oyle, Administrator
·ng Bureau - OED

t
FR~OM:

· ••

I

~B

Macdonald, Chief Engineer, Water & Air Environmental
Improvement Commission

# ·
/ Cf".

CT: ,Mai~e Mining Meeting

Due to the fact, that the Water and Air Environmental Improvement Commission's monthly meeting is on July 18th, I will be unable
to attend.

RWM: lg

STATE OF MAINE
lnter--Departmental Memorandum
Robert G. Doy l e, Administrator _
To ___________________
From

Ronald W. Green, Commissione~-

Date

July lO, 1969

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Dept.

Sea and Shore Fisheries

Subject ______M_a_i_n_e_ M
_i_n_1_·n_,g~ M
_e_ e_t _i _n.: : cg____________________________

Reference is made to your memo relating to the
Cal lahan Mining visit .
Please be advised that I am committed on July 18
wh ich will make it impossible f or me to attend .

However,

I would like very much to have our Marine Scientist John
Hurst present at that meeting .

RWG : gmk
Copy to :

John Hurst

STA'fE OF lVlAIJ\JE
lnter~Departmcntal Memorandurn
To ___
C_l_a_y_t_o_n_P_._ o_s_g_o_o_c_l_,_C_h_a_1_·_r_m_a_n_
From

Robert G. Doyl e , Administrator

Date

June 2 4 , 19 6 9

Mining
Dept. _ _Maine
____
_ _ _ _Bureau
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mining
Dept._ _Maine
____
_ _ _ _Bureau
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M_a_i_n_e_M_i_n_i_·n_g_B_u_r_
e_a_u_M_1_e_e_t_1_·n_g__________________

The June me eting of the Maine Mining Bureau will be held at
10: 00 a .m. Monday, June 30, in the De partme nt of Economic Develop-

ment Photo Lab.
The agenda for the meeting was stated in a previous memo
to you.
pm

.

.J

t

s·rf\.'TE OF 11AINE
lnter~Depart1ncntal 11cmorandum Date

To __c_l_a_y_t_o_1_1_P_._o_s_g_o_o_c_1_, _c_h_a_i_·:r:_·1_u_a_n__
From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

June 19 , 19 69

DeJ;t. _ _M_a_i_·n_e_rv_1i_n_i_n_g.c_B_l_1_r~e_a_l_1_ _ __

Mining
Bureau
____
____
_ _ _ _ _ __
De[,t. _ _Maine

Meeting
in_ _
Harborside
S11 b,ject _ _ _ _ _ _ _Mining
_ _ _ _ Bureau
_____
_____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Jack Malcolm has invited the Bureau to hold its next
meeting at the Callahan Office in Harborside.
He would like to
show ~s some conservation measures and general mine progress that
have taken place since our last visit.
I would like to ask if
you could set aside Thursday, June 26, for this meeting. We will
be leaving Augusta around 9:30 A.M. and returning to Augusta at
approximately 3:30 P.M. Would you please let my secretary know
as soon as possible if you can make the meeting.
I have delayed
this meeting for at least three weeks because of difficult ·
scheduling.
I would not like i t to be delayed much longer.
The agenda that will be discussed at the meeting in
Harborside will be as follows:

(1)

The proposed budget for 1969-70.

(2)

Results of the Legislature's action on
Mining Bureau bills and others which effect
th e Bureau.

(3)

Discussion of ·recent developments in the
oil and gas field and the Bureau's
relationship with these developments.

(4)

Any buslness which may come before the
Bureau.

I have asked Commissioner Green to be present at the meeting
so that he and Mr. Malcolm can most effectively review marine
pollution control measures which are being empJ.aced.
pm
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STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum Date February 27, 1969
To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

From

Robert G. Doyle, Secretary ·•

/\ I I

Subject

/J

D~t.

Maine Mining Bureau

Dept.

Maine Mining Bur e au

Minutes of January 1969 Meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau

The January meeting of the Mining Bureau was held on January · 0, 1969
in the Department of Economic Development Photo Lab at 2:00 P.M.
Attending for the Bureau: Clayton P. Osgood, Raebur--n_..w. HacDo-nald, Wilkins,
Ronald T. Speers, P.A. Nixon, and R. G. Doyle. Mr. Ronald W. Green,
Sea and Shore Fisheries and Mr. Charles L. Boothby, Soil and Water
Conservation were also present. Mr. Charles Snead, Callahan Mining
Company was in attendance.
1.

Mining Legislation:
The final drafts of the four sub-chapters were presented for
review and approval. Mr. Doyle outlined the changes made from
an earlier meeting on the various bills. Mr. Wilkins' request
for the restoration in Sub-Chapter 1, of the sand and gravel
part of #2102 was done, re-wording #2106 to include sand and
gravel in the submerged lands.
Sub-Chapter 2, the hard rock conservation bill, was subj e ct to
various changes, mostly in the reclamation plan and building
sections the problem of minimum and maximum bonds was explored.
Mr. Snead commented that some upper level should be set so
that industry would know the absolute obligation required.
A $1500 per acre maximum bond obligation was decided upon.
The classification section was reviewed and the Bureau felt
that this area was ambiguous. Some question of legislative
prerogative is perhaps involved as well. A suggestion was
made that the most effective thing to do was striking the
section. Mr. Doyle was directed to work out a solution.
Several other minor changes were approved including slight
revision of the reclamation plan section. The sub-chapter was
approved with Mr. Doyle's work to be completed.
In Sub-Chapter 4, Mr. Green submitted a change for the well
site bonding and pollution indemnification section. This
change, included with the minutes, was approved by the Bureau.
In the executive session, the proposed amendment in Sub-Chapter 1
for inclusion of the Soil and Water Conservation Commission as
a member of the Mining Bureau was discussed. Mr. Doyle noted
that Mr. Boothby, the Director of the Commission, has been
extremely helpful in preparation of mining legislation and

Maine Mining Bureau Minutes - continued
general mining matters.
It was felt that this would be a good
addition to the Bureau. Mr. Wilkins said that Boothby and
the organization had considerable experience in soils and
development work.
He felt that the addition was worthwhile.
Other Bureau members pointed out, however, that the Commission
is made up of most of the same resource agencies as the Bureau.
For this reason an enlargement of the Bureau with Soil and
Water Conservation seemed unnecessary. Since the present
working relationship of the Commission and the Bureau seemed
to accomplish any necessary cooperation, the addition of soil
and water was not required. On a motion to add the Commission,
a simple majority voted against and the law will not be changed.

pf

STATE OF MAINE
' lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To
From

Clayton P, Osgood, Chairman
Robert

G.

r,,

J__,1

~ /./:
Doyle, Secretary i .

Date

February 27. 1969

Dept. _..,_M..,,a""i""'ne.· .s. >=:e'---"-M,. , i,. .n~J.,.,n"-'
· eg___...B<..>u.,,..r,._,e"""""'a...,u.___ _ __
Dept. _ _:.M,±!,a~i=J·n~e'--"'-MJ,..,J.i....n"""i...
· n"-"c,g___.. B,/J,....u r--'e........,a...._.u.___ _ __

Subject ----=-M==i=-=n~u:=.t~e~s~o~f=--.::D~e~c::..::e::!m!.!.b=e=-r~l=-=9~6~8~~M~e::..::e""'t""'i::::.·n~g~o"-'f=--t=h=e,._,,M=a=i=·n......,,e.......,M.... n........
i .n~g,.......B....,u
..
............
r e .....a...11.___ _ __
1,..,·

The December meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held on
December 17, 1968 at 2:30 P.M. in the Photo Lab.
Attending for the Bureau: Austin H. Wilkins, Lyndon H. Bond,
Raeburn W. MacDonald, R. G. Doyle, Legal Counsel Robert G. Fuller,
Mr. Ronald W. Green, Sea & Shore Fisheries, and Mr. Charles Boothby,
Soil and Water Conservation.
1.

Legislation:
This meeting was held to review the mining legislation impending for the 104th Legislature. Mr. Doyle reviewed the four
sub-chapters indicating certain sections about which there
has been some discussion. These points were discussed in
detail and several amendments were made. The Secretary was
directed to revise the present drafts and report back to the
full Bureau with new copy.

2.

License to Mine, King Resources Co.:
Mr. Fuller commented on the final draft of the King Resources
Company license for Gulf Area #1. The license is legally in

order and it was recommended by the Secretary that it be
approved.
Mr. Wilkins moved for approval, a unanimous vote was cast
and Mr. Osgood signed the license.
3.

Lease for Northeast Peat Mines:
Mr. Doyle reported that a copy of the lease had been sent to
Northeast for review and signature. Mr. Tocci's lawyer
suggested one minor change in the bale size royalty section.
The equivalent of a 6-cubic feet bale would be used as the
standard for royalty calculations, instead of an equal royalty
on all sized bags. This change was approved by the Bureau.
Mr. Osgood asked the Secretary to request a financial respon-

sibility statement and corporate history from Mr. Tocci before
the Bureau signs the lease.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:50 p.m.

pf

Maiile Mining Bureau Minutes - Continued
Th ere are three areas along the Maine coast - the St. George
Ri v e r Basin, the Cape Rosier and Blue Hill Peninsula, aLc
eas ·c ern Washington Cou_nty - where metal mining op2rations are
or may take place. A series of monitor s am'p le stations :::iust
be established to determine the present metal content of
the strand environment so that any future additional contributions from mining operations can be correctly measured.
Under Section 2105"
It is possible to have a memorandum agreement with Sea and
Shore Fisheries for part of the fundin~ of this monitoring
program.
During the discussion of this project, Mr. Green noted that
the original thought was for the Bureau to purchase, for Sea
and Shore Fisheries, an Atomic Absorption Spectrograph
Analyzer, (for approximately $10,000) which would be used to
analyze samples taken from the monitoring program. Sea and
Shore Fisheries personnel would take the samples.
The Chairman
said that major equipment purchase was not easily done; and
indicated further that Mr. Doyle had found possible sources
of Atomic Absorption time at universities or labs in the State.
The members agreed that the project deserved support and that
details of program and funding could be worked out in
sessions between Mr. Doyle and Mr. Dow. Mr. Wilkins made a
motion "in principle" that the Bureau would enter into a
cooperative metal content monitoring program with Sea and Shore
Fisheries. His motion was approved.
Mr. Doyle was also instructed to investigate further the use
of the Atomic Absorption unit time in the State.
4.

Legislative Action:
Mr. Doyle reported that the Mining Conserv_9,.tion Bi 11 s, .and
Law revisions had been assigned and, in most part, printed.
He has been advised that the hearings for these bills, before
Natural Resources, will be held after March 20.
L. D. 472, the "Lund Bill" has been reviewed by mining industry
and mineral users. All these groups will absolutely oppose
L. D. 472.

Mr. Fuller advised that if the Bureau wished to comment on
L. D. 472, it should limit these remarks to errors in the
Bill, legal and administrative. The economic, industrial and
engineering criticism will be made by the private sector.

Maine Mining Bureau Minutes - Continued
The· Bureau will, Mr. Osgood mentioned, definately support
the Bureau Bills and should prepare material for presentation.
In that regard, Mr. Fuller suggested that he and Mr. Doyle
work together to develop a statement for Mr. Doyle or Mr.
Osgood to present. T~is suggestion was approved and
Mr. Doyle asked to present the statement.
5.

Staking on T4 R7, Somerset County:
Mr. Doyle reported that a prospector has staked a claim
block in the middle of T4 R7, and the Noranda orebody to
represent the remaining 320 acres . in the Township. The
prospector has requested that the Land Agent lay off the last
lot, "representing the total value of the town". Mr. Wilkins
asked that he have an opportunity with Mr. Doyle to review
the situation.

The meeting was closed at 3:20 P.M.
pm

February 20 , 1969
Clayton P. Osgood , Chairman
Robert _G. Doyle , Administrator

Maine Mining Bureau
Maire Mining Bureau

Maine Mining Bureau Meeting

The Februar.y meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau will be held at
1 :00 P. M. Monday , February 24 in the Department of Economic Development Photo Lab .
The agenda for the meeting is as follows:
l .

Consideration of a project to .be undertaken jointly between
the Sea and Shore Fisheries Department and the Bureau.
The purpose of this project Jill be to measure and . evaluate the metal content of seawater , bottom sediments and
marine organisms . Three areas , St . George River Basin ,
Castine- Blue Hill , and Eastern Wc;1.shington County would be mentioned .
Results would form the basis of a standard measuring
system for metal content in the marine environment .

2.

·Preparation of plans for the mining conservation legis lation hearings . These hearings will be held after
March 17 .

3.

Review of Budget - 1968 and 1969 .

4.

Any other subject for discussion .

RGD:pf

STATE OF MAJ.NE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To

From

Clayton P. Osgood, Chajrman

February 12, 1969

Dept. __M=a....j_._n1.1:e:.. . . .JML.:J..J. j.uD.. 1.i....n'f'g:.-B.u..u11"4r..ce;..ca::u1....1_ _ _ __

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Subject .

Date

Dept. __M=-=a=-=i=-=n=e=--.;M=-=i=n=-=i::.:n=g;;;;,._=B"""u--"r'--e'-a'--u-'--____

Maine Mining Bureau Meeting

There will be a meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau on Monday,
February 24, at 1:00 P.M. in the Department of Economic Development's
Photo Lab.
An agenda will be sent to you as soon as possible.
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STATE OF MAINE
17, 1969
In ter,Departmental Memorandum Da t eJanuary
-----=------To

From

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman
Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _M_a_i_n_e__
M_i_n_1_·n__.:::g_B_u_r_e_a_u_M_e_e_t_1_·_ n - = g ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

There will be a meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau on Monday,
January 20, at 2:00 P.M. in the Department of Economic Development's
Photo Lab.
The purpose for calling this meeting is to provide an opportunity
for final discussion of the Mining Bureau legislation.
pm

STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum Date January 15, 1969
To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

"'

~/
. /I '

D~t

Maine Mining Bureau

'v

D~t Maine Mining Bureau
From_=R~o~b~e=r~t~G~•~D~o..,.y~l~e-,,._=S-e~c~r~e~t~a~r..y_
tJ oII c. M t.f\..
Subject _ ____£M~i!Jn[!_u~tJ;ell'!suolif_J;t;..!h1Je~J~•!!!!P~11~at!!l'~3~.•_riMl!ie~e~ti;__J.;i._·n~g____s;oi..:fL.k.t.oh~euM1iauinnJ;euMi.;i!J·n~i.!!n~gwBQ.Jullr~ec.2aLl.UL_____

of the Maine Mining Bureau was held on Friday,
a.m., in the Photo Lab of the State Office
Attending for the Bureau was Richard Hebert, Lyndon Bond, Austin
Wilkins, Ra~burn MacDonald and Robert Doyle. The legal counsel,
Mr. Walker, was in attendance. Invited observers attending:
Charles Boothby, Soil and Water Conservation, and Ronald Green,
Sea and Shore Fisheries. In Chairman Osgood's absence, Mr. Doyle
directed the meetingo
1.

Conservation Legislation: Mr. Doyle presented to the Bureau a
revised draft of four pieces of legislation concerned with mining
and conservation. These documents have been reviewed several
times by all interested parties and have been reviewed
frequently by legal counsel. Mr. Doyle reviewed the changes
which had been made as a result of the suggestions made at
the last Mining Bureau meeting and also changes which were
made by various reviewing groups.
The first document was the revision of the Mining Bureau
Law for State-owned lands. Mr. Doyle reviewed the
critical changes in this Law, sighting the need for
changing the amount of assessment work, providing more
definitive responsibility sections and improving _the
legally based language of the Act. Jurisdiction ·over
. the territorial sea and oil and gas products is also
included in the revision.
The revision was generally accepted by the Bureau.
Mr. Wilkins requested that the language regarding sand
and gravel on public lots be retained since his
Department had an obligation in that area. This will
be taken care of.
Mr. Doyle then reviewed the Mined Land Rehabilitation Act
with the changes made by various groups and Bureau members.
The most important change was to decide whether or not to
include specific land classification in the Act. The Bureau
did have the right of classifying a specific piece of
ground. Some groups have suggested that all land be
classified when the Act is passed. The Bureau did not
agree with this suggestion and directed Mr. Doyle to
delete the general classification section.

MINUTES OF JANUARl

·.EETING - CONTINUED

The Bureau considered the question of maximum bond
responsibility, choosing one of two paragraphs
regarding this subject. After considerable discussion,
the Bureau chose a paragraph providing for a $1,500
per acre maximum bond obligation.
Several other minor changes were made.
The Sand and Gravel Conservation Bill received much
attention from various members of the Bureau.
Some
members questioned the use of local officials in
administration. Mr. Doyle pointed out that with
3,000 gravel pits in the State, an Augusta-based
agency would be far too expensive to operate. There
were no great changes made in the draft.
Mr. Doyle
reported that the violations section would be added
to the Bill this week.
The Oil and Gas Control Act received some attention,
with active comment coming from Mr. Green regarding the
bonding and indemnification section. A redraft of
this section will be presented to the Bureau this week.
The Bureau voted to approve the documents with the
changes made and directed Mr. Doyle to make the changes
and notify sponsorso

2.

Nomination of Bureau membership: Mr. Doyle reported once again
that the Secretary of State had requested that that Department
be removed from the Bureau because of lack of relationship.
The Bureau agreed with this request and noted a request from
the Soil and Water Commission that it have representation on
the Bureau.
Several members of the Bureau asked for time to
review this request. Mr. Doyle will call a brief mee~ing
within 10 days to act on the membership situation.

The meeting was adjourned at 11:25 a.m.

S'fA TE OF 1v1AINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum Date December 6, 1968
To

CJayton P. Os g_Qillj. , Chairman

Dept.

Maine Mj ning Bureau

From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Mining Bureau Mee__t.

Subject

There will be a meeting of - December 17, at 3:00 P.M. in tn~
Photo Lab.

' ':...:e.sday,
oi: ~co ·rLvlu::...c 0evelopment

Agenda:

1.

Review of legislation

2.

License to Mine for 1969 for King Resources Company.

3.

Brief comment on a Lease for Northeast Peat Mines.

I expect that it will be necessary for the Bureau to meet again
before January 1. For that reason, any additional business might
be considered at this later meeting.
RGD:bw

STATE OF MAINE
lnter--Departmental Memorandum Date December 3, 1968

\)

Mining Bureau Members

To

I'

Maine Mining Bureau

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

,J

From Robert G. Do:yle 2 Administrator\'°

Subject

Dept.

Mining Bureau Meeting

The various pieces of legislation, leases and licenses which have
been in preparation during the last several months are finally ready
for your inspection, review and approval. In order to meet the schedule
which we suggested to the Governor earlier in the year, I wish to
request that a meeting be called. The purpose of this meeting will be
to review legislation which will be presented to the Governor and
Legislature, and also to act on a lease which has been prepared for Northeat Peat Mines. We will also review the renewal of a license to mine
for King Resources Company in Gulf Area 1.
I most urgently press for your attendance at this meeting since it
is important to both the Bureau and to the industry. I hope to have
a representative from the Governor's Office as well as Charles Snead
from Callahan Mining present at the meeting. Would you please tell me
what time during the day on the 17th or perhaps the 18th when you will
be free.
I would rather go for the earlier date.

bw

Inter,Departn1ental Memorandu1n Date November 14, 1968

Chairman

To

Clayton P. Osgood 1

From

Robert G" Doyle, Admin.5.strator

Subjecc____Agenda for the November

19,

Dept. _ __._1v=1a......._j.lo..ln_,_e.. __......
M i.._·n.. . . . _jJ...n',;:g,--'B'-'-""'u...._r_,..e'""'a..,.L"'1,--_ _ __

J 968

Depc. _ __..}'""'I......
a -i .....n...,.e~
.....M
.....1...
• D......;-~....
n"""g,,..·_B...,_,_,u..._r,,,.e""'a.,,..u"'------

meerjng of the Majne Mjnjng Bureau

The meeting will be held in the Department of Economic Development
Photo Lab at 9:00 A.M.
Agenda for the meeting is as follows:
1.
bw

Review of Mined Land Rehabilitation Bill, First Draft.

STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum Date October 2 8, 19 68
To

Clayton P. Osgood, C ~

From

Robert G. Doi le, Secr~j:ary

Dept.

Maine.J1ining,_..B~u~r~e~a~u"'-------

Minutes of the Octob__e.LJILe..a:t.ing of the Maj De Mining Bureau

Subject

The October meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held in
the D.E.D. photo lab at 9:45 A.M. on October 21, 1968.

1.

Northeast Peat Mines Lease Application
This company has a License to Mine covering the Deblois
Bombing Range area. Mr. Doyle noted that Northeast has, or is
purchasing, bogs in Jonesport and Centerville to make a productive package in eastern Washington County.
During the past
season, work was done in all three areas. A probing of ~he
Deblois area has been going on to give an estimate of tonnage.
Mr. Doyle has visited the properties to check on progress of
the work.
To date is seems to be on schedule.
The important points will be the method of calculating
royalties on a bale basis, and the amount of pre-production
royalty.
That is a low value product and our 5% of net will
~be quite small. Mr. Fuller of the Attorney General's Office
will assist Mr. Doyle in preparation of a lease for review at
a subsequent meeting.

2.

Conservation Statutes
Mr. Doyle reported that oil and gas plus mining statutes
are completed in draft form.
Discussions with the Attorney
General's Office and the Governor's Office will start soon.
There have also been meetings with conservation groups who are
preparing legislation on the subject of Mine-Land Rehabilitation.
Bureau members had several questions, on the draft materials,
particularly in regard to bonding of operators, and the sand
and gravel legislation.
These were discussed with participation
from counsel.
,
Mr. Osgood suggested that after the drafts had been reviewed
by higher authority, a brief meeting be called for November to
give the go-ahead for sponser submission.

There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at
11:05 A.M.
Respectfully submitted,
7

,/'_,/:~;; k.

,/___,,,

,,

__,

Robert G. Doyle, Secretary
RGD:bw

STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum
To _ _ _C_l_a_y~t_o_n_P_._O~s~g~o~o_d_1~C~h~a~i~r_m_a_n

Date

October 16, 19 68

Dept. _ _.....,M"-"=a=i=n=e~M=i=·n=i-=-=n""g...........B=u=r=--e=a=u_ _ __

From _ _-'R'--"o""--b_e_r_t_G'---"-.-=-D...;;.o...._y--'-1'-e'-,"--'S~e-=-c=r--"e'""'t'--"a=rc....,y

Subject _ ___.;:A=g=e=n'--'-d--=-a.:. . . . . .;.f-=--o::.. .r:::.. ._. .::O--=-c.. . :t:.. :o:.. .:b::.. .e:::..;r:::;__.:::2..:;;:l:.. i,---=l=-=9'-6=--8~=m=ec.. ;:e;;..:t::..::i=n=g;;;,. _=o=f--=t=h=e:;;.. .;;M=a=i=n=e:.. . .::M=1=-=·n=i=·n=g----=B'--'u=r'-e=a=u.:;c....::..._ _

The meeting will be held in the Department of Economic Development
Photo Lab at 9:30 A.Mo
Agenda for the meeting is as follows:
1.

Application by Northeast Peat Mines for a mining lease on
the Deblois bombing range.

2.

Progress of mining conservation statutes.

RGD:bw

STATE OF MAINE
Inter--Departmental Memorandum Date October 7 , 1968
To

Clayton P. Osgood,. Chairman ,, , (.:)

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Robert G. Doyle, Secretary1u,,,...

Dept.

Maine Mining Bureau

Subject__--=M~1.~·n~u-=t~e:.=s:.. __::o:.:f::_S='. . ::e:..t:p:_::t:..::e:::.m::.:.:b::;e~r-=..:M:.::e:..::e:.. :t:..:i::.:n:.:Jg.:2-.:::o.:::f:.. . .:t:.:h.::.;e::.. . .:M=a=i..:. n:.. .:e___.:M.;:;1..;:;·n...:.......i_n~g~B_u_r_e_a_u___~ - - -

·,

The September meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held on September 9,
at 2:30 P.M. in the Photo Lab, State Office Building.
Attending for the Bureau: Clayton Osgood, Lyndon Bond, Austin Wilkins,
R. MacDonald, Robert Doyle, Bureau Counsel - Robert Fuller, Ronald
Green of Sea and Shore Fisheries was a guest, R. W. Schwarz attended for
King Resources Company.
1.

King Resources Company, License Application. The Bureau had reviewed
during the past summer an application by King Resources for a Land
Use Ruling on the Gulf Area 1 holdings. Mr. Doyle reported that all
agency reports had affirmed the acceptable use by King Resources
Company. Mr. Green indicated that his Department felt that if certain
controls and care was taken, oil production and fisheries are
compatibleo
The Chair called for a vote, and the Land Use Ruling was approved.
The license application for 1968 was discussed. Mr. Schwarz indicated
that King Resources Company did not do extensive geophysical surveying
in the area because of possible interference from Federal Agency
challanges. The intentions of King Resources to proceed with a
maximum effort to test the section for oil and gas has not changed.
The goal remains the same= Productiono
Mr. Schwarz and Robert Fuller reported on the meeting in August
between Federal and State officials on the ownership problem. A
copy of the summary of the meeting is enclosed. This is base_d on
notes by P.A. Nixon, who represented the Bureau at the meeting.
The Bureau members discussed the license application and agreed that
a license for 1968 should be issued. A motion was made directing
Mr. Doyle to pr~pare a license; to be assisted by the Attorney
General's Office. This motion was passed.

2.

Legislative Preparation. Both the for~ for Oil Lease and Development
. of Field Regulations ( including opllution control) are in final
stages of preparation. A draft of regulations will be submitted to
the Governor this coming week.

Page

- Minutes of September Me

·ing

A draft of legislation for Mine Land Rehabilitation is being reviewed
right now, Mr. Doyle reported. The direction that the law will take
appears to be a 'per acre' bond fee with a maximum limit and reducing
bond level for performance. Sand and gravel would be excluded, and
recognition would be given to presently active operations which could
not comply with the law.
The Bureau formally assumed responsibility, as directed by the
Governor, to prepare legislation, support its passage, and assist in
control and inspection of th~ law, if passed. There is some question
as to the agency which will administer the rehabilitaion law, but the
Bureau will accept the responsibility if this becomes the desire of
the Legislature.
The relationship of the Bureau to the D.E.D. in new legislation was
discussed. rrThe working of the two agencies in the mining field
has so far been excellent, and should continue, rt was the f eeli~1g of
the membership.

Mr. Green requested of the Chairman permission to submit a statement
concerning enlargement of the Bureau membership. He suggested that
there is a considerable amount of activity on coastal and offshore
areas. nThere is a pressing need to put Sea and Shore Fisheries
on the Mining Bureau'r, said Green. The Chairman supported Mr. Green's
observations and requested that the Bureau consider the addition of this
Dep~rtment.
·
The Bureau voted affirmatively to direct Mr. Doyle to set up the
necessary changes in the law.
Mr. Doyle stated that several mechanical changes in the Mining Law
were needed. In consultation with the Attorney General's Office
these changes will be put into legislative requests.
3.

Lease for Maine Peat Moss - This item was deferred until the next
meeting of the Bureau.
The ~eeting was adjourned at 4:00 P.M.
bw
Enc.

STATE OF M.AJNE
Inter,Depart1nental 1vfemorandum Date September 17 2 1968
Dept. -~E=x=-e.-=..c::c--=:u:.. .::t:;.::i::.. .v.:. ._e.=-=D-=e.::.cp:.. .:a=r::.. .t-=-m=':. =e:.::.n::.. .t=-----i ' .··

From_...._R....a....b...........
e .r ......
i-_,_G.._..,_0__.....D..._oL,Jy1-l'-'ew...:..\_ _ _ _ _ __
Subject

Depc. _~M=a=i=n~e~M=1.=·n'----=i"--n-'-'g"--'B""-u.c. . ;;;;.r-=e.. .ca.;_u_ _ _ __

Summary of the meetiJJg___held 1n Was hington on August 20, ·with Inte.rio:i:

Several representatives from "JVIaine State. Government and King Re.sources
Company met with Federal people from Justice, Interior 7 and State to
discuss the offshore claim control of King Resources Companyo The. meeting
was held in the. office. of Edward Weinberg who is the. Chief Solicitor of
the Department of Interior. A list of participants is included with this
memo.
The meeting was essentially a "fishing trip 11 on both sides o The.re
was no clearly defined agenda and no direction to most of the meeting.
The Federal Agencies waved a big stick at State people, which was ignored
by our well pre.pared Attorney Ge.ne.ral 1 s office.
Robert Fuller made a concise statement reviewing the state.ts position
and the re.search that had been done regarding the state. 1 s claim of ownership~ The Federal Government representatives did not answer this statement in particular, merely asked questions concerning several minor de.tails.
The Justice people asked questions regarding the line of ownership
between Canadian and American waters in the eastern end of the Gulfo
Weinberg asked if King Re.sources Company had be.en or is planning to do
any geophysical work, and if so , have they obtained permits from Inte.rioro
Mr. Frederickson replied that nothing had be.en done and that no permits ·
had been requeste_d .
The.re was considerable discussion reg arding the. various boundaries
involved, both international and interstate.a Once it be.came. apparent
that the State of ¥.1aine was well prepared and was not willing to give up
without a fight, the Federal people were no longer interested in the.
me.etingo The.re was some final discussion on whether the case should go
directly to the Supreme· Court or should be.gin at a lower level • .bt the
time of the meeting both sides agreed tha'c a dire.ct move to the Supreme
Court was most desirableo Since that time 1 however, State offici a ls
have decided that we will go to a lower court and be.come. an appellant
into higher courts. Some discussion took place concerning whether the
Supreme Court case would be brought against the State of Maine and all
other Eastern coast states or just the State of 'Maine. King Resources
Company obviously supports the former view.
The meeting lasted about one hour in a restrained and polite.
atmosphere.
RGD:bw

Enc. 2
CC

James Ko Keefe
Clayton Osgood

Attendance at ·,meeting held in Solicitor Weinberg's office
wa~~P'\$t~n~ D, c.
Augu9t 20, 1968
Offshore claims

I

. i.'

State of Maine

Jacques B. Gelin

Department of Justice

Robert G. Fuller, Jr.

Asst. Atty. General - Stat e of Maine

Ronald Green

Dept. of Sea and Shore Fisheries - State of Maine
Dept. of Interior - Geological Survey

Georges. Swarth

. Dept. of Justice
;:

··.,·

Francis A. Cotter :•"

Dept. of Interior

Office of the Solicitor

Edward Weinberg

Dept. of Interior

Solicitor

Clark F. Gumm ·.

Dept. of Interior

Bureau of Land Management

A. Dewey Acuff

Dept. of Interior

Geological Survey

Robert E. Speer

Dept, of Inter:tor

Geological Survey

Lawrence Stuart

Di:r. State Parks & Recrea. Comm~
Representative on PLLRC

Peter L. Wellin

State Department

_Charles Higginson.

State Department
Dept. of Interior

E. R. Montgomery
• :i., ; .

John R. Porter

·&

Governor's

Bureau of Land Management
,,

Assoc. Counsel

King Resources Co., Denver, Colo.

Edward S. Godfrey

Dean~ Univ. of Maine Law School

Andrew Nixon

Dept. of Economic Development, State of Maine

John J. McNamara

King Resources Co., Denver, Colo, . ·
· Attorney - King Resources - Portland, Maine

Robt. D. Schwarz
A. F. Frederickson

,. .

.t

!"

:. ,.

.Vice.Pres.

& Di r. R.eseaI'ch, King Resources Co. ,

.
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STATE OF lv1AINE
lnter,Departn1ental Memorandun1 Date

Seotember 6, 1968

Dept. _ __.,_M..uca....1.._·n............e-...M.....i._.n..._1.....• n'-'-Fg,..........B......1.....1r._.__e.....a. .11...._
. _ _ __
Dept._--.J.M!J.,a;;:..1,.__·n......._ec-.M....1.~·n~i.£..,t1..i,,g,----.B~iu.1r.l.'-<a:e...s""-11..___ _ __
Subject ------"-M=i=n=u=-=ct--=e=s'------'o"""'f=----=t=h=e~J=u=lc.,.y--=M=e=e-=t-=i=n""ge>--_o~f~t~b
.=e-~M_a-i-D~e~M~i=n~i_n--<g:,--_B-u~r~e~a-u~,________

The July meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held on Friday, July 19,
at 8:30 A.M. in Room 211, State Office Building.
Attending for the Bureau: Clayton Osgood, Andrew Nixon, Lyndon Bond,
Joseph T. Edgar, Dr. E. R. Hitchner, Legal Counsel - Mr. Walker;
attending for King Resources Company, Mr. Robert Schwarz.
1.

Review of Activity. Mr. Doyle indicated that Basic Inc. - Knox
Mining Company is completing mill tests on their new No. 5 ore
zone, two miles north of Crawford Pond. Two , five ton ore samples
were quarried and shipped for testing. A final decision on type
of mine and mill will probably be made in the fall. The Bureau
lease area will be included in the mining operations.
Callahan is in full production. The Bureau has been invited to
visit the property next week - on July 26. Further notice of
this event will be made known in a few days •

.2.

King Resources Application. The company has applied for a
Machinery and Explosives Permit, in order to conduct Vibroseis
Seismic (non-explosive) surveys in the claim area. Mr. Schwarz
indicated that work would be undertaken during 1968. Mr. Doyle
has issued the permit for non-explosive surveying.
A Land Use Ruling application, prior to issuance of a license,
has also been received. The application, copies of which are
being circulated, expresses the intent of the company to conduct exploration surveys and do test c'lrilling. If _r esults
warrant, gas-oil well would be drilled.
·
Mr. Schwarz noted that the company was ready to reach an agreement with the State for a lease , as soon as a license could be
granted. As noted in an earlier meeting with Governor Curtis,
the decision was tentatively made that at least a license to
mine would be issued to cover 1968 and into 1969. A license
would be negotiated as soon as research is completed on
necessary changes in the mining law. The Bureau then and at
this meeting that control of the area by King Resources would
be maintained.
R. W. Byram, of Austin, Texas, has been retained, _ as
requested by the Governor. Mr. Byram will be working with
Bureau people and with Mr. Thomas Kinnelly, a part-time legal
consultant to build a background for preparing a lease form
and oil and gas regulations for new legislation. We will have
a report ready for discussion at a September meeting.

Mr.

Minutes of July Maine Mining Bureau Meeting - Continued

Mr. Schwarz mentioned also that King Resources Company expected
to receive a lease with the same general provisions as are
standard throughout the coastal oil states. This would include
royalty clauses, term of lease, and option control fees. The
Bureau members assured Mr. Schwarz that equitable treatment
could be assured.
(In a meeting with Governor Curtis later that same day, Mr. Schwarz
reintegrated this stand for the company and was satisfied of
the Governor 1 s support.)
There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at
11:15 A.M.

Sept ember 4 , 1968
Clayt on P. Os good , Chai rman

Maine Mining Bur au

Robert G. Doyle , Sec ret ary

Mai ne Mini ng Bureau

Agenda f or Sept ember 9 , 1968 meeting of t he Mai ne Mining Bureau

The meet ing wi l l be held i n t he Depart ment Economic Development
Phot o Lab at 2: 30 P. Mo
. 1 . King Re ource Co . activi ty and revieg of Was hington meting
with Interior- Ju tice . Di cussi on of licens applicati on .
Revi ew of preparation of legislati on on th
.a. Oil & Gas Cons rvation Law- Regulati on .
b . Oil & Gaa submerged l and leasing .
c . Mine lands r ehabilitation .
d . Chang s in Mining Bu au l •
•

ae for Mai ne Peat Mos s I nc . (D Blois Bombing Rang area .)

3.

Le

4.

Any ot her busin ss propos d .

bw

fol l owi ng s ubject s :

STAT'E O F MAil\JE
Inter,Departmental Memorandum

Date

S ept ember 4, 1 9 68

To

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman

Dept. _ _ _M
_c_'t~_r._n_e_M
_i_n_i_·n_. .,g'---B_u
_.
_ r_e_a_u____

From

Robert Go Doyle, ' Secretary

Depc. _ _ _M_a_i_n_e_M
_i_·n_i_n~g~ B
_u_ r _e_a_u____

Subject _ _M_i_n_u_t_e_s_o_f__
t_h_e_M_a.;;_y_M_e_e_t_i_n-=g'---o_f__t_h_e_-_t_1a_._i_n_e_M
_i_·n_i_n_,,g~B_u_r_e_a_u_________

The May meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held on Th ursday , May 16,
at 10:00 AoM. at the Administrative Office, Room 211, State Office
Buildingo
Attending for the Bureau was Clayton Po Osgood, Andrew Nixon, Lyndon
Bond, Secretary of State, Austin Wilkins, and Robert Doyleo The legal
counsel, Yir. Walker, was in attendanceo
lo

King Resources Companyo Mro Doyle outlined recent activity in
regard to King Resources Companyo King Resources is a Colorado
based oil exploration company which has had considerable recent
success in the Middle East and Alaskao They had requested t hat
the Mining Bureau, through its recorder , record the stak ing of
a 178,000 claim block (3o3 million acres) in the Gulf of Maine.
The.re is, of course, a question as to the ownership of this land,
but upon advise of the Attorney General and on meeting with
Governor Curtis and the Executive Council , the recorder was
authorized to record the claim staking. This was done on April 26,
· 1968. A check for $333,760000 has been placed in escrow with the
First National Bank of Portland until a court with final jurisdiction determines the ownershipo In the meantime the company
plans to undertake exploration in the areao
This claim block covers a geologic formation which in Newfoundland
and other places does contain deposits of natural gas and occasional
oilo It is expected that the company will attempt to get other
claim blocks in Atlantic coastal stateso

2o

Legal Problemsa The basis of asserting State ownershi p of parts
of the Gulf of Maine is based on the historical premise that ~he
Crown Colony Grants are still valido These grants allow Colonial
ownership to approximately one hundred miles seaward into the
Gulf. The precedent to have these rights accepted by the St ate _
of Maine is a well established facto The Submerg ed Land Act of
1954 provides for state ownership three miles seaward except in
cases where historical ownership was vested in the state prior
to 1784.
It is expected that a charge from the Federal Government wil l be
forthcoming sometirne during the year
It is understood that King
Resources and the Maine Attorney Gene ral 1 s office will c a ll a
meeting of all interested persons (proponents on the case) sometime in early June. The Bureau will be represented at that meeting.
0

3o

Doyle reviewed recent activity on State Land, in particular
the continuing arguments between Noranda Mines and the other

M:c .
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claim stakers on T4 R7.
It's understood that the prior claim
staker has been in on the ground doing geochemical work, using
Scott Paper Company roads as an access. The exploration people
finished their work but have been ordered not to cross the road
again.
At Harborside production has started· and it appears that the
pollution and damages problems will be solved. Mr. Walker reported
that the hearing for damages to the Anita Harris property would
be held sometime this summer. Mr. Walker will represent the State
in concert with Callahan Mining Corp.
5.

Mr. Doyle presented and discussed briefly the operating budget
for 1966-67 and particularly the fourth quarter ending June 30.
He will submit a biennial budget to the Bureau sometime this
summer.

6.

The Chair man requested that the Bureau examine the request for
a salary increase for the Bureau Administrator, Mr. Robert Doyle !
The increase is for $1,500 a year paid in quarterly payments.
After discussion by the members of the Bureau, a vote was taken
and it was a unanimous decision to authorize the salary increase.
There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at
11:35 A.M.

S ptember 3 , 196

Clayton O good , Chairman

Mining Bureau

Robert G. Doyle

Mining Bureau.

Mining Bureau Meating

As a follow- up to our conver. ation this noon I am requesting
a Main Mining Bureau meeting for either Thursday , s'ept<tmber 5, at
ten o ' clock or :tvi>nday, s ptember 9 , at 2:30 p .m. Would you pl ase
advi
e which d t is ace ptable.
RGD:bs

September 3, 1968
Clayton Osgood
Rob

r t G. Doyl e

Mi ning Bureau
Mining Bureau

Mining Bur au

I suggest t hat wG t~ t o g t the Bur u t og t her ometime
withi n t he next ten days to hava a me ting revi wing recent
activi -tie on state owned land . I will try t o stop at your offi ce
today t o se i f we can work out a dat . I will thens nd a
gen ~ral m mo to the membershi p .
RGD :bw

September 3, 1968
Ronal d

w.

Gren , Commie ioner

Robert G. Do y l
I

Sa and Shore Fi heries
Economic Devel opment

Your memo of August 6, 1968.
I am going t o be in t ouch with Clayton Osgood today and I
intend to set up a },Jjning__ :Bureau meeti ng for somet ime in mid

Sept mber . I would most appreei te your personal att endanc
at this meting so that we can complete th Land Use Ruli ng ao
soon as posaibl .
RGD : bw

STATE uF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum

st- 6_,_1_ 9_6_8_ _
Date __A_u_g_u_

Robert
G._Doyle,
____
_ _ _ _State
_ _ _Geologist
_ _ _ _ __
To___

Dept. __E_c_o_n_o_m_i_c_D_e_v_e_l_o_p_m_e_n_t_______

From _ _ _R_o_n_a_l_<l_W_._G_r_e_e_n_,_c_o_mm_i_·_s_s_i_o_n_e_r_---;;,
_ ..._

Dept. __s_e_a_a_n_<l_S_h_o_r_e_F_i_·_sh_e_r_i_e_s_____

Subject _ _ _ _ _L_a_n_d_U_s_e_R_u_l_i_n_g________________________________

Reference is made to the copy of your letter of
July 25 to Clayton Osgood that you left with me for comment.
You have stated that this application involves only
one question and that question is, "Is exploration and commercial drilling for hydrocarbons compatible wi t h t he total
mar i ne environment, if we insure proper controls?"
In reply to this question, I would observe that if
proper discipline is maintained by the company carrying on
exploration and commercial drilling for hydrocarbons, then
these activities are compatible with the mar ine environment .
We have in Maine almos t a classic example of what
can be done in the way of establishing and maintaining oil
sanitation discipline . The example is the Naval Fuel Depot
on Harpswell Neck. Before this installation was undertaken,
Robert Dow talked with the Commanding Officer and wrote to
the Commandant of the First Naval District , pointing out the
importance of the shellfisheries in Casco Bay and of our very
great concern that unless the Navy was very careful in its
installation and operation of depot equipment, we might have
some serious oil spills or seepage . The late Joe Flynn, who
was Fire Prevention Dir ector in the Department of Insurance,
cooperated with us and spent a considerable amount of time
in working with the Navy in insuring proper safeguards . They
have not had any serious spills, and even minor spills have
been very rare .
There is also no doubt that offshore commercial
drilling and exploration can be carried out without doing
any harm to the marine environment, but again unfortunately
this has not been the story .

RWG:grnk
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Clayton Osgood

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum

Date _ _
J_u_lyc...._1_8_(;._1_9_6_8_

Clayton
Osgood,
To _ _
- _ _ _P.
__
_ _ _ _ Chairman
_ _ _ _ __

_g_Bureau
Dept. _ _Maine
_ _ _Minin
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Robert
G._ _
Doyle,
From _
____
_ _ _ Secretary
_ _ _ _ _ __

_g_Bureau
Dept. _ _Maine
_ _ _Minin
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M_i_n_i_·n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u
__M_e_e_t_i_n_g__..;.__________________

, -•

There will be a meefi.ng of the M,aine Mining Bureau on Friday, July 19 r
at 8:30 A.M. in Room 1211, -State Office :Buildi~g.
Agenda:
1.

Review of recent activity.

2.

Consideration of applications submitted by King Resources.

RGD:gb
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STAT'E OF MAINE
Inter~Departmental Men1orandun1

Date __M_a_y_J_.6_,_1_ 9_ 6_ 8_ _

P._Osgood,
_____
_ _ _ __ C. .. · ::man
T o _ _Clayton

Dept. __M_a_i_n_e_r-_1i_·n_i_n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u_____

Doyle,
Secretary
From _Robert
_ _ _ _G.
__
____
_ _ _ _ __

Depc. __M_1a_i_n_e_M_i_·_n_i_n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u_____

Subject _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
M_e_e_t_i_·_n_g_w_i_·t_h_t_h_e_G_o_v_e_r_n_o_r_______________________

Members of the Maine Mining Bureau will meet with the Governor,
Wednesday, May 22, at 3:00 P.M. Would like to have all members
present if possible.
RGD:gb

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
Clayton
Osgood,
Chairman
To _ _
_ _ _ _P.
__
_____
_ _ _ __
From

Robert G. Doyle, Administrator

Date

May l6, 1968

Dept. __M_a_i_n_e_M_i_n_i_n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u_____

Maine
Mining
Bureau
Dept. _ _
___
____
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subject _ _ _ _ _A_g_e_n_d_a
__f_o_r_t_h_e_M_a_y_M_e_e_t_i_·n_g_o_;f_t_h_e__M_a_i_n_e_M_i_·_n_i_n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u______

The May meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau will be held in the
Administrator's office in Room 211, State Office Building, at
10:00 A.M., Thursday, May 1, •.
Agen~:
1.

Review and critique of the claim staking activity of the
King Resources Company in the Gulf of Maine.

2.

Preliminary review of the legal problems raised by the King
Resources staking.

3.

Activity on State ·1and.

4.

Review of the operating budget.

5.

Salary increase request for the Administrator.

RGD:gb

To _ _C_l_a_1_,_t_o_n_I'_:_._O_s_a_j_o_o_d_,_C_l1_a_i_·_r_m_a_1_1_

D~t

Maine Mining Bureau

Robert G. Doyle, Jl.dministrator and
Dept.
Secretary
Sv.bjecr
Meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau

Maine Mining Bureau

From

There will be a meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau Thursday, May 16,
1968, at 10:00 A.M., in Mr. Doyle's office, Room 211, State Office
Building.
It is important that all members be present because of a meeting with
the Governor next week for which answers will be needed.
RGD:gb

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum

0d
1 2 _,_
1 _9 _6_8 _

Date _ _
A_p_r_i__

Clayton
P._Osgood,
Chairman
To _ _
_____
______
_ _ _ __

Dept. _M_a_i_n_e__
M_i_n_i_·n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u______

Robert
G._ _
Doyle,
rom _
____
_ _ _ _Secretary
_ _ _ _ _ __

Dept._M_a_i_n_e
__M_i_n_i_n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u______

F

March
Subject _ _ _ _Minutes
_ _ _ _ _ of
_ _the
___
_ _ _Meeting
_ _ _ _ _of
_ _the
_ _Maine
_ _ _ _Mining
_ _ _ _Bureau
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The March meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau on Friday, March 1,
1968, at 9:30 A.M. in Room 120-A. The meeting was opened at 9:40
and closed at 11:30.
Attending for the Bureau was Clayton Osgood, Andrew Nixon, Lyndon
Bond, Stan Hanson, and Robert Doyle. Mr. Walker, legal counsel,
was in attendance. Mr. O'Connor, Maine Industrial Building Authority,
was an invited guest. Attending for Northeast Peat Moss Company,
Inc., was Mr. Paul L. Tocci and Mr. Frederick M. Beck, consultant for
the company.
1.

Final Review of· an Application for a License to Mine by Northeast
Peat Moss Company on the Peat Land Area of Tl8-MD.
At the December 11 meeting of the Mining Bureau, the Bureau voted
unanimously to extend a 90-day period to this company so that an
accurate determination of the peat bog area could be made.
Mr. Beck had completed his work in defining the area and presented
the Bureau with an areal photograph mosaic showing the accurate
outline of the peat area. A review of a Washington County recorder's
office showed that the only description of the now State land was
"the peat land in Tl8-MD".
The peripheral owner, Pejepscot Paper
Company, is at the present time willing only to concede that a
boundary problem does exist. The company will not sign a boundary
agreement until an accurate survey is made.
This, however, is a
problem for the State and paper company.
The Mining Bureau agreed
to accept the boundary as defined by Mr. Beck and that sometime
in the future will discuss the survey of the ground with Pejepscot.
The Bureau voted, therefore, to accept the photo mosaic as
'Capital A exhibit' for the License to Mine. Mr. Tocci showed a
film of mechanical peat harvesting indicating that this sort of
equipment and method would be used in their eastern Maine operation.
Mr. Doyle pointed out once again that the License to Mine for the
Tl8-MD area should be voted with the full understanding that actual
peat extraction would be in the future.
The date of operation on
State land will depend on how fast the tota l o ~ eration in both
Columbia and Deblois moves forward. Mr. Tocci indicated that the
company could not operate in Maine unless both the Columbia area
and bombing range area came into a single corporate package. He
expected to be in production within 2 1/2 years.
Chairman Osgood noted that he felt that he Wc3 speaking for the
Bureau that it was the objective of all Bureau activities to
support mining activity on State land.
If for obvious economic
and production reasons, it will be necessary to establish a

-
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license situation in Tl8-MD several years before actual mining
operations, then this must be the only position the Bureau can
take. Several members of the Bureau agreed that the license
would have to be in order to keep the mining industry moving in
the State.
It was, therefore, voted unanimously and in concurence
of the November meeting of the Bureau to assure immediate License
to Mine for the "peat land area" of Tl8-Md.
2.

Further Activity on T4-R7.
Mr. Doyle indicated that there was an excellent possibility
that with small Canadian promoters who had staking project
claims on the lots of T4-R7 will begin diamond drilling in the
very near future.
There is still a problem of trespass on the
steps Scott Paper Company is to make when a diamond drill
company has moved on the Township. Mr. Doyle will . stay in
close touch with the situation and will advise the Bureau if
anything should be done on the State Level.

3.

Mr. Doyle indicated that there was several other subjects
which should be reviewed by the Bureau, but because of the
lateness of hour, he suggested to the Chairman that the meeting
be adjourned at the present time, and would meet again in April
when time would permit a general discussion of activity on
State land.

RGD:gb
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QUARTER ENDING MARCH 31, 1968
INCOME:
Prospectors Permits:
· New
Renewals
Income

8

4
$24.00

Claims:
New
Renewals
Income

114
44
$316.00

Subtotal - Income on
Claims and Permits

$340.00

Licenses to Mine:
New
Renewals
Income

0
0
0

Leases:
Current
New
Income from Royalties

$12,000.00
5,000.00
17,000.00

Subtotal - Income on
Licenses and Leases

$17,000.00
$17,340.00

TOTAL GROSS INCOME:
EXPENSES:
Salaries
Purchases
Expense Accounts
General Operating
TOTAL EXPENSES

$375.00
102.64
66.30
179.09
$723.03

TOTAL NEW INCOME OF LOSS

$16,616.97

ACCOUNT BALANCE - Mar. 31, 1967

$39,794.94

STATE OF MAINb
Inter-Departmental Memorandum

Date

March l, 19 6 8

Clayton P. Osgood, Chairman
To__________________

Maine
Dept. _ _
_ _ _Mining
_ _ _ _Bureau
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Robert
G._ Doyle,
From _
____
_ _ _ _ Secretary
_ _ _ _ _ __

Dept. _ _Maine
_ _ _Mining
_ _ _ _Bureau
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Agenda
for
1_
Mining
Bureau
Meeting
Subject _ _ _ _ _ _
____
_ _the
_ _March
____
____
____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Agenda:
1.

The final review of the application for a License to Mine
by Paul Tocci on the Deblois Bombing Range.

2.

Further discussion of T4-R7 activity.

3.

Any other business brought before the Bureau.

RGD:gb

STATE OF MAINE
lnter--Departmental Memorandum

Date February 26, 1968

Clayton
Chairman
To _ _
_ _ _ _P.
_ _Osgood,
_____
_ _ _ __

Mining
Bureau
Dept. _Maine
____
____
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Robert
G._ _
Doyle,
Secretary
From _
____
____
_ _ _ _ __

Mining
Dept. _ Maine
____
_ _ _ _Bureau
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mining
Subject _ _ _ _ _Maine
____
_ _ _ _Bureau
_ _ _ _Meeting
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

There will be a meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau, Friday, March 1,
at 9:30 A.M., in the Photo Lab of the Department of Economic Development.
RGD:gb

STATE OF MAINE
Inter,Departmental Memorandum

Date

January 30 , l968

Clayton
Chairman
To _ _ _
_ _ _ _ P.
_ _Osgood,
_____
_ _ __

Dept. ___M_a_i_n_e__
M_i_n_i_·n_g__B_u_r_e_a_u____

From _ _
R_o_b_e_r_t__G_._D_o_y_l_e_,_s_e_c_r_e_t_a_r_y_

Depc. ___M_a_i_·n_e_M_i_n_i_·n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u____

Su.bjecc _ _ _ _ _ _M_e_e_t_i_·_n_g_o_f__
t_h_e_r--_1a_i_·_n_e_Iv_li_·n_i_n_g_B_u_r_e_a_u________________

There will be a meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau, Friday,
February 2, at 9:00 A.M., in the Photo Lab of the Department of
Economic Development.
RGD:gb

STATE OF MAINL
lnter--Departmental Memorandum Date Januarv 3, 1968
Clayton
Chairman
To _ _
_ _ _ _ P.
_ _Osgood,
_____
_ _ _ __
From

Robert G. Doyle, Secretary

Dept. ___M_a_i_n_e_M_i_·_n_i_n....;;g;..._B_u_r_e_a_u_ _ __

Dept. ___M_a_i_n_e_M_i_n_i_n_g__
B_u_r_e_a_u_ _ __

of
the
of
the
Maine
Bureau
Subject _ _ _Minutes
_____
__
_ _December
_ _ _ _ _Meetini::i-·
_ _ __::_ _
__
__
_ _ _ Mining
_____
_ _ _ _ _ __

The December meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held at 9:00 A.M.,
on Monday, December 11, 1967, in the Photo Lab of the Department of
Economic Development.
Attending for the Bureau was Clayton Osgood, Ken Hodgkins, Richard
Hebert, E. R. Hitchner, Stan Hanson, and R. G. Doyle. Attending for
Callahan Mining Company were C. D. Snead and Gavin Young.
1.

Callahan Lease.
As directed by the Bureau, Mr. Doyle had met with Callahan officials
in mid-November and had in general satisfied the requests of the
Bureau.
There was discussion by the Callahan officials and members
of the Bureau on several particular points in the lease; most of
which were solved with very little difficulty. On the subject of
minimum royalty, it was agreed that the Bureau would accept the
$5,000 figure if certain other changes were made.
The Bureau then
turned to the subject of carry-over of minimum royalty and considerable discussion took place. At the conclusion of this discussion,
the proposal was m~de that the company would be allowed to carryover its minimum royalty credit for a period of no more than three
years at which time this credit would be dropped.
Mr. Snead also noted that at the request of the Bureau, the language
concerned with the 1968 payment was clarified so that it stated that
this payment was not to be included as part of the minimum royalty
carry-over arrangement. This first payment was to be an actual
cash payment for start-up of operations.
Mr. Snead presented a section in which the lessor had the right of
termination should there be a default by the lessee.

The Bureau went into brief executive session and voted to accept the
changes which had been discussed in open meeting.
The Bureau would
thus receive a nonapplicable $5,000 payment in 1968 and would have
written in a maximum three-year credit for minimum royalty payments.
A default termination guarantee is included and minor language corrected
to clarify confused thinking.
The Bureau returned to open session and with the Callahan officials
prepared a brief statement (Section 23 of the Lease) which attempts
to guarantee the reclamation of Goose Falls Pond upon termination of
mining on State land. A copy of the final lease is included with this
memorandum, and the particular points discussed above have been noted
in pencil.
The conclusion of discussion was followed by a unanimous
vote by the Bureau to prepare the lease for signature. Mr. Snead
offered to have the lease typed in New York and return it for signature
within five days.

-

2.
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Northeast Peat Mines
Mr. Frederick Beck advised the Bureau that as a result of his
investigation of both the land area and the county records, there
is a considerable ~mount of complication in regard to the total
ownership of Tl8-MD. It is to the advantage of both the State
and Northeast Peat Mines to have this situation clarified. Mr.
Beck requested a 90-day extension so that he could prepare an
accurate map and description of the land area outlined by Northeast
Peat in a License to Mine (Please not the November Mining Bureau
minutes). The Chairman asked for discussion on this point; and
after a few brief coITuuents, the Bureau voted unanimously to extend
the time that the claim area may be held for 90-days until the
company could make an accurate determination of the area.

Mr. Doyle noted for the Bureau that a 22-claim block covering two
public lots in T4R6 (Bradstreet) appeared to have ~n increased importance
since both the active exploration nearby and on the public lots themselves showed evidence of a possible ore body. Mr. Doyle expressed
concern over the fact that there was possibility of a relationship
between the paper company and the mining company working in the area.
Since Mr. Doyle had no official knowledge of a relationship between
the company and the land holder, any new staking would have to be
accepted even though the possibility of improper staking ~nd recording
might occur. Mr. Walker stated that any claims presented for recording
must be accepted by Mr. Doyle. Mr. Doyle noted that he would be
available on the first working day of the new year and would accept
any and all claims that would appear at the start of work at 8:00 A.M.,
January 2, 1968.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:45 A.M.
RGD:gb
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The Callahan Lease will be routed to members of the Bureau.

STATE OF MAINL
lnter~Departmental Memorandum
Clayton
P. _Osgood,
Chairman
To _ _
_____
_____
_ _ _ __
From

Robert G. Doyle, Secretary

Date

January 3 ' 1968

Mining
Bureau
Dept. _ _Maine
____
____
_ _ _ _ _ __
Mining
Bureau
Dept. _ _Maine
____
____
_ _ _ _ _ __

the
of_ _
the
Maine
Subject _ _ _Minutes
_ _ _ _ _of
__
_ _November
_ _ _ _ _Meeting
_____
__
_ _ _Mining
_ _ _ _Bureau
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

The November meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau was held at 10:15 A.M.,
on MOnday, November 13, 1967, in the Photo Lab of the Department of
Economic Development.
Attending for the Bureau were Clayton Osgood, Austin Wilkins, E. R.
Hitchner, Stan Hanson, Lyn Bond, and R. G. Doyle.
This was a very brief meeting to review the progress to date on the
Callahan lease. Mr. Doyle is planning to meet with Callahan people
in New York on November 15; and before that meeting, it was necessary
to provide Mr. Doyle with the feeling of the Bureau in regard to two
or three critical points.
There was discussion on the following points:
1.

The Amount of Minimum Royalty to be Paid.
There is presently a difference between $5,000 requested
by Callahan and the $7,500 suggested by the Bureau. Mr.
Doyle was directed to work for a reasonable compromise
acceptable to both parties.

2.

Carry-over of Minimum Royalty Amounts.
The present draft of the lease, similar to the Black Hawk
lease provides for a carry-over of minimum royalty payments
that are not exceeded by actual royalty payments during
any calendar year. This in effect means that the State
might receive no more than minimum payments through the
term of the lease. This was not acceptable to the Bureau,
which directed Mr. Doyle to seek change in this section.
Mr. Doyle was directed to review the problem with local
people before meeting with Callahan in order that he might
have sufficient background to seek an alteration of this
point.

3.

Termination of the Lease by the State.
After a brief discussion, Mr. Doyle was directed to advise
Callahan that there must be a section in the lease providing
for termination of the lease by the State if Callahan was in
default in any section of said lease.

4.

Confusion Regarding the 1968 Payment.
The Bureau felt that there was a need for clarification of
that section of the lease regarding the amount and time of
payment of minimum royalty in 1968.

-
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The Bureau felt that ·in general the lease was ready for signature.
The Chairman urged that the minor points noted above be resolved in
time for signature before the end of the year.
The second subject for consideration was a request for a License to
Mine by Northeast Peat Mines, Inc., which hold over 150 mining claims
in Tl8, MD, Washington County. Mr. Frederick Beck, consultant for
Northeast Peat, submitted a request for a License to Mine, and presented
by mail a Land Use Ruling application. Mr. Doyle noted that he had
distributed on October 30 the Land Use application to all the members
of the Bureau. In that October 30 memorandum, Mr. Doyle noted that
the operation appeared to be consistant with prior use of the area.
There was a brief discussion of the proposed operation and the area
involved.
Upon completion of this discussion, the Chairman called
for a vote and the Land Use application was approved unanimously.
Mr. Doyle will advise Northeast Peat of this decision.
There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:45 A.M.

